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WEATHER ·
Today: Raining
High 86, Low 65
Wednesday: Partly Cloudy
High 83, Low 65
. Thursday: Partly Cloudy
High 83, Low 67
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HU Climbs Ranks
BY JONATHAN DAVIS

ulating the University on the
recent ranking, stressing the
importance of receiving tier
I
YJ.S. News and World two status. ·
Rep'c>rt
recently
ranked
"It is a clear product of
Howard
University
90 this University's administraout of 248 on the nation's tion and this University's stu"Best National University" dents to be trained to be the
list in their 2005 edition of best, boldest and brightest
"America's Best Colleges". leaders of the future," said the
Howard was ranked number senior political science major.
117 in 2003. A press confer- "I know we're in tier two, but
ence was held last Tuesday in that is not our only goal. We
Founders Libraqr to disciiss will continue to work to be
the ranking.
leaders fox: America and the
"This is a time of both global community."
celebration,
rededication,
English told the audience
goal setting and most•' espe- · that this achievement is one'
cially a time of thanks," said that should be accepted with
Howard University President a great deal. of pride, but like
H. Patrick Swygert at the con- Woody; expects more from
ference.
the University.
The
president
then
"We're not stuck on 90,
turned the press confer- we're still moving ·downence over to guest speakers ward (towards number one),
Howard University Student not upward, in this regard,"
Association (HUSA) President English said.
Conrad
Woody,
Interim
English also mentioned
Provost Richard English and how the Strategic Framework
Floretta McKenzie, chair- of Action I and II allowed
woman of Howard's Board of Howard to 1 receive the honor
Trustees.
See RANKS, News A5
Woodv began bv congrat-

Contribt1ti1Jg Writer

•

~taya

GllUani·St nior Phoio Editor'

While some students mark the end of the first week of classes by relaxing on the Yard, Greeks, cheerleaders, athletes and
ot her organizations meet and greet durfog First Friday activities last week.

I

Rare Heart Disease Takes
Life of Howard Graduate
BY SHARA D. TAYLOR
Campus/Online Editor ·

.H;USA, Students D~mand Better Service
Students ~eek Answers from Financial Aid During Protest on Friday
BY SHARA D. TAYLOR

Average Ratings for Individual Offices Based on Services Provided

Campus/Online Editor

In response to numerous complaints
from students about the treatment they
experience in the Office of Financial Aid,
the Howard University Student Association
(HUSA) and 45-50 students demanded
answers from the office on the lack of high
quality customer service.
.
HUSA President Conrad Woody questioned FinanCial Aid Director Steven
Johnson about the implementation of recommendations made by the HUSA administration during the summer months.
The recommendations included standardizing the greeting protocol, having
employees wear name badges, and post. ing pertinent financial aid information on a
publicity board.
.
Woody advised the students to show
respect to Johnson as he answered the questions posed by himself and HUSA VicePresident Freda Henry. ·
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Known to his friends as
"Luzzy," Gerard L. James, III
passed away unexpectedly of a
rare heart defect on July '13,
2004 at the age of 23.
A native ·of St. Croix, U.S.
Virgin Islands, those closest to
him remember him as a witty
and compassionate person, who
left an impression on everyone
he met.
James possessed a love
for volleyball, and while in St.
Croix, he played for the Virgin
Islands Junior National and
National Volleyball Team.
James graduated from
Howard with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Health
Systems and Administration in
the fall of 2002.
He was an active member of the Caribbean Students
Association during his time at
Howard.
At the time of his death,
James had plans to attend
dental school at either Temple
University or Meharry Medical
College. He wanted
to eventuallv return

home to St. Croix and begin his
own general practice.·
DeMar Rodgers, James'
roomn1ate during their sophomore year at Howard, remembers him as a friendly, easygomg person.
"To me, he was a real cool
guy, and we were tight. He was
the person who turned n1e on to
reggae [music)," Rodgers said.
"He was a well-known, popular
guy, who had no enemies.'"
Often identified by his
towering presence, James' sixfoot-six-inch frame eventually
contributed to his heart condition. However, he was unaware
he had the defect. According
'
to Rodgers,
James' size placed
pressure on his torso, which
caused a strain on his heart.
More than 600 people
attended his funeral in the
Virgin Islands, and nearly 300
people filled Rankin Memorial
Chapel when a memorial was
held on campus on July 16,
2004.

James' cousin, Jason Bough
said his family has bonded more
since his death.
See Death, News A4

iLab Certifying Program Combats .V irus
BY TOMI AKINMUSURU
Contributing Writer

Due to virus protection problems within
the Howard University server, the iLab has
implemented a new program that certifies
student computers and ensures that antivirus software is up-to-date.
This new program prevents a student's
virus from causing another school-wide
crash similar to the one that plagued the
university spring semester of last school
year.
Internet access will not be available to
people who do not get their computer serviced by the iLab.
Last spring, the Howard University system was attacked by a number of viruses
and worms, notaply, a virus known as the
Sasserworm.
The Sasserworm virus was responsible

INSIDE
'

* Campus, A2-A5
* Metro~A6

* Business & Technology, AS

* Life &

Style, Bl-B3

* Sports, B4-B5
* Editorials & Perspective, B6-B7

for not only crippling the Howard University
technology network, but for also leaving the
student body without internet access during
finals period.
"I took my computer to the iLab after
the virus hit, and they installed software
like Ashware and the Stinger program," said
junior biology major Tony Bush. "Both programs detect viruses and prevent them from
harming my computer."
Sasser only needs one open port on an
unguarded computer to infiltrate thousands
of systems less than 10 minutes after connection to the internet.
Computers infected with Sasser will
either crash and restart repeatedly or start
scanning the Web for other vulnerable
Windows XP computers to infect.
.
Sasser will continue to link to other
computers until it is found and ren1oved.
There is no definite time span in which

Find out about
· the .growing
homeless probkm
in DC...

Metro... A6

Sasser starts and then stops working. It
consistently changes within the system and
alters its appearance. In fact, four variations
of the Sasserworm virus ·were discovered
during the summer months, so new antivirus programs were recently made to combat new strains.
Macintosh users generally did not see
this virus and many of the new ones that
appear daily. This is due to the fact that it is
much easier to write viruses for the personal
computers than for Macintosh computers.
"I'm lucky that I have a Mac computer
because my CPU was not directly affected
by the virus,'' said sophon1ore journalism
major Allison McDaniel. "Of course, when it
took out the internet throughout campus, I
was affected."
According to senior . information ser-

'

Tin CC)()(l~n·S 1.aff Photogmpher

See VIRUS, News A5

As a· new semester commences, students across campus
must battle computer woes and finish schoolwork.

Check out 'the
hottest musical
gadget on the
market...

Biz & Tech... AS

Find out how' .
some navigate
the hills of HU
in heels...

·Life & Style...Bl
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HUSA Sets Path For Leaders
BY SHARA D. TAYLOR
Campus/Online Editor

Two f O\vard Fires
Deemed Suspicious
On Sunday evening, two
storage rooms of u Howa,.d
building on Georgia Avenue
burned. With firemen being
called to the scene for the
second time this month,
the fire is being considered suspicious and further
inuestigatecl. The building has a history of issues
with homeless people in the
building, although it is not
clear if any we,.e involved in
Sunday's incident. Damage
is still being assessed on the
University Structure.

Savage
Resigns From
Board of Trustees
Frank Sauage, CEO
of Sauage Holdings, LLC,
recently stepped down
from his post as chairman
of the lloward University
Board of Trustees. Trustee
Floretta Dukes-Mackenzie,
Ed.D. now se,.ves as chair of
the Board. Sauage, who is a
Howard alumnus, resigned
for personal reasons.

HUH Re- Verification
The Iloward Unive,.sity
Ilospital (HUH) trauma
center has l"ecently been reverified as a Level 1 trauma
center as determined by
the Committee on Trauma
of the American College of
Surgeon.<;. Cul"rently, HUH
is the only adult trauma
center to receive a re-verification.

AUGUST 31, 2004

More than 100 student
organizations were represented at the Howard University
Student Association's (JI USA)
day-long Student Organization
Retreat on Saturday.
The Office of Student Life
and Activities co-sponsored
the retreat.
HUSA presented representatives of the various organizations with information
they will utilize throughout
the school year, ranging from
financial planning to co-sponsorship to roo1n requisition.
Derrick Dennis, president
of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,
Incorporated. Alpha Chapter,
appreciated IIUSA's effort to
bring unity a1nong student
organizations.
"This [retreat] was helpful

to new people who may not
know how to reserve rooms or
get funding," said Dennis, a
junior mathematics major.
"Co-sponsorship is important to 1ne because I have
thought about doing it. I
just did not know how. This
retreat is making us work as a
community. ll is good we can
come together," he said.
Seventh-Day
Adventist
Student Association president
Brian Huggins agrees with
Dennis.
"I found this event helpful, insightful and timely. This
new administration has taken
a positive step toward improving organizational relationships at Hbward, ., he said.
HUSA
representatives
walked
the
participants
through the proper steps to
receive funding for the school
year. They also presented

the requirements necessary to
be considered eligible for the
Excellence Awards, which are
held in conjunction with the
Bison Ball during the spring
se1nester.
Organizations that wish
to remain in the running for
an Excellence Award this year
must have representation at
HUSA-sponsored events.
I IUSA
vice-president
Freda Henry hopes that the
Excellence Awards will serve
as an incentive for organizations to work hard throughout
the school year.
Dean of Rankin Chapel
Bernard Richardson spoke
to the attendees about the
importance of maintaining an
ethical position while leading their respective organizations.
"Know the value of what
you do," he told them.

Class of 2008 Reports to
Business ''Boot Camp''
BY NICOLE L. PHILLIPS
Contributing Writer

Feelings of excitement and
apprehension echoed throughout Cramton Auditorium last
week as the Class of 2008
became the first class to experience the Entrepreneurial Boot
Camp.
Established last year with a
$3.1 million dollar grant from
the Kauffman Foundation, the
boot camp promotes entrepreneurship through a series of
activities ranging from panel
discussions to workshops to
creating a business plan.
"Last year, Howard submitted a proposal for a grant to
promote entrepreneurship and
was selected as the only HBCU

to receive such an honor, and
one of only eight universities
total to be awarded," said Dean
Sirjue, assistant dean of the
School of Business.
Although many people
associate
entrepreneurship
with lhe field of business, the
boot camp is required for all
new students.
"Some [students] say they
have no desire in starting a
business, but later down the
road they may want to. We
would have planted that seed,"
boot camp coordinator Tya
Boyden said.
However, students like
freshman speech communications major R'Kheim Young
believe the boot camp should
not be a requirement for every-

BY CHARREAH JACKSON
4sst Campus Editor

one.
"Some people do not want
to start a business, and those
that do find out how on their
own," he said.
Despite concerns about the
rekvance of the program, the
early hours of the sessions, and
the content of the presentations, many students see the
program as a helpful tool, providing them with the necessary
skills to perform successfully in
the workforce.
"The program helped to
enhance my business skills
and was very beneficial to
me," freshman
marketing
major Ashley Washington said.
Upperclassmen, such as
Tanisha Mercado and Shanelle
See CAMP, News A4

It is the second week of classes and while many students have settled their tabs with the

University, others are still searching for that perfect deal on textbooks. Although books play a
very important role in a college student's life, most students find themselves on a fixed budget.
Despite complaints about the inflated prices in the Howard University Bookstore, a comparison
of their prices to two other retailers shows they stay competitive among other textbook
providers.
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Howal"cl's
television
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"So much of what we deal
with in the nation and the
world is about ethics. I
think as we produce lead-

ers for the global comn1unit),
they need to understand the
See CONFERENCE, News A4

Sexual Assault Allegation
Confirmed Consensual

HUB Measures Up to
Competition

Subject

'

Members of HUSA address campus leaders about their expectations for t he school year.

$84.65

Compiled by Atalie Short

East Towers residents were
greeted with a sea of officers
and strict security checks as
they attempted to enter the residence hall on Friday evening
around midnight. Howard's
ca1npus crawled with a rumor
of rape, over an incident that
has been deemed non-criminal
and consensual.
"I heard somebody got
sexually assaulted in the East
Towers, while I was at a party on
Friday," said Brandon Henr:>. a
senior biology maJOr. "People
were saying how they couldn't
go in or out. I feel like they
need to continue checking IDs
in dorms."
A routine coed visit among
Howard students Look a sudden turn as campus and local
police were called to the scene
to investigate an alleged sexual
assault. While many versions of
a sexual offen.<>e story circulated, Campus and l\letropolitan
Police investigated, discovering a small gathering was held
anlong University students and
sex'Ual acts occurred. Campus
Police has confirmed that based
on the information by the young
ladies involved, no offense was
committed.
Sources revealed that female
students engaged in activities,
possibly inducL•d by alcohol,
and called the police afterwards.
Once questioned, and allegedly
sober aeain. the voung ladies

stated they acted upon their own
• accord. and were not forced into
any actions.
"Although I am not sure
whether alcohol was involved
in this incident, if it was, this
campus has a definite zero tolerance for alcohol, as we adhere
to dry campus regulations,"
said Interim Campus Police
Chief Lawrence Thomas. " My
advice to students is to not put
yourselves in a position to be
involved in incidents that are
not in your best interest."
\Vhile some students heard
from friends the story of alleged
sexual assault, others were
unaware and taken aback when
notified.
.. It makes me scared to think
Something like this could happen, especially among our own
students,"' said Leona Latchie,
School of Social \\Tork graduate
student. a 10" floor resident of
the East Towers.
Dean of Residence Life
Charles Gibbs commended
Camplls Police for a quick
respon,e and thorough investigation.
"Safety is a top priority in
our residence halls,·· Gibbs said.
"I always encourage students
to be mindful of the company
they keep and take caution of
the people they hang with and
meet at clubs and parties. For
any \'iolatlon against or by students, we will prosecute to the
full extent of the law "

Website Poll Q uestion
8-31-04
We asked ... You ans\vered!
Last week's question:
How did you spend your
time this summer?
nternship/Job
58o/c
Su1nmer School
11 o/o
Volunteering
2%
TravelingNacation
5%·
elaxing
21 %
Other
3%

(
(
This week's question:
(
On a scale of 1-5. with
5 being the highest, how
(
would }OU rat~ your overall (
custo1ncr sen ice C"Xpenence (
\Vith Howard personnel?

(

(

Vote at

<

www.thchilltoponline.com. (

CES

UEWs

What has been your best or worst experience with
Howard customer service?

Cherie Williams
Freshman
Sociology

Ryan Carroll
Sophomore
Accounting

Nate l\ilatthe,vs
Senior
H istory

Kirnba Uro\vn
Senior
Adver tising

"I feel like the adn1inistration is flexible
tO\\'ardi. nlost students."

.. I feel the ad1ninistration needs a lot of
\\'ork. It's very lacking as far as their
whole work ethic. Everything that has
Ho\vard's nan1c on it tnakes me feel like
they uren 't professional."

"The people in student accounts have
always gone out of their \Vay to help
n1c sort through the confusion of the
registration process ...especially Mrs.

.. Ms. Shorts in student accounts helped
me out a lot when 1ny scholarship
didn't con1c through."

\'OIU s .\Nil rnc\\S RY \l,\HI I NI· llA\\"TIIROSr

Charnicc."

I
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As a top U.S. investment bank, Banc of America Securities has achieved one of the
largest market share gains on Wall Street. Today we continue to build leadership through
our innovative thinking, financial power and integrated banking model. Are you looking for
greater visibility and impact? We have a compelling story. Come learn more.

Howard University Analyst Panel
Corporate & Investment Banking
Tuesday, September 14, 2004
4:30 p.m. - Center for Professional Development

•

_q

Banc of America

Securitie;~igher Standards

Largest market share gain based on data as of 12 months ending 9/30/03. The information herein and all dollar amounts are based on Banc of America Securities internal data.
Banc of America Securities, LLC, member NYSE/NASD/SIPC, is a subsidiary of Ba~k of America Corporation© 2004. Equal Opportunity Employer
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Protect Your
Legacy, Protect
Your Investment
BY SHARA D. TAYLOR
Campus/Online Editor

Howard belongs to us.
We fund it.
We pay its en1ployees.
We make its very existence
necessary.
Without us and our (or our
parents') money, there would be
no Howard legacy to uphold.
There is not another soul on
earth who cares for and about
the future of this great institution more than its students and
alun1ni.
Now, I'm not saying that
non-Howard supporters are not
integral parts of our history,
but I am saying that without us,
there would be no history.
My fellow Bison, unless we
start to take our responsibility
as leaders and student advocates
seriously, there may not be anything left for future generations
to pride themselves on.
As "Leaders for America and
the Global Community," should
it take incident on top of incident before we demand that the
University respects the power of
our dollars?
We admire the big titles.
And, we recognize the innumerable amount of power that
comes with them.
But, do we realize that we,
as individuals, have just as
much power as those persons
who sit on the top floor of the
Administration Building or in
the hallowed offires of Power
Hall?
Year after year, I have heard
students complain about the pitiful treatment of the University's
most important customers (students) by its most underappreciated resources (employees).
I have heard those same students boast about being grownderriere (think about it) men
and women, but avoid the sobering realities that con1e with that
territory.
Yes, the employees have a
responsibility to treat us with
respect.
And, yes, they have a responsibility to maintain a professional demeanor, even when we
take a step away from our home
training.
But, do we have a responsibility to be cordial to them when
we cross their paths?
If you answer 'no,' then why
should you expect better than
sub par treatment?
However, if you are serious
about improving the quality of
all of our lives, start with yourself and allow that Bison spirit to
shine to all those you meet.
I assure you that you will see
a difference in the way you are
treated by Howard staff members.
If not, just attribute it to the
inconsiderate individual that
person encountered this morning on the way to the office.
So, on your next trip to the
transcripts window or the front
desk of your dormitory, smile
and show a little Bison pride.
Let that person know that you
are an individual who deserves
their respect and understands
the impact of their actions on
our life.
When you feel the need to
complain about the lack of tact
on the part of the employees,
top and ask yourself if you have
nade a valiant effort to correct
t.
Shara D. Taylor is a

.
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Howard Gospel Choir Auditions
Tuesday, August 31, 2004
Wednesday, Septe1nber I , 2004
Friday, Septen1ber 3, 2004
Auditions are held from 6:30 p.1n . to
10:00 p.n1.
Blackbum Center Reading Lounge
Walk-ins welcome
General Assembly Meeting
Wednesday, September 1, 2004
7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.1n.
Blackbum Center
General Asse1nbly meetings arc held
every first and third Wednesdays of every
month.
Pre-pharmacy Club Meeting
September 2, 2004
5:30 p.1n.
School of Pharmacy, Chauncey Cooper
Hall, Conference Room 227

City Council Debate
Tuesday, September 7, 2004
HUSA hosts a debate with D.C.
candidates for local elections
8:00 p.m.
School of Business Auditorium
(tentatively)
Event is open to the entire Howard
community

,

The Can1pus Calendar is p ublished bi111eek~v. Submissions for Universityrecognized orgunizations should be
submitted ro sharaoncatnpus@hotmail.
com no later than Frida)~ September
10, 2004 b.v noon to appear on the next
Campus Calenda1; in the Septetnber 14
issue.

E
owie St a t e Unive r s ity
Ten students and facul
embers from Bowie Stat
niversity recently joined th
umanitarian Outreach i
Ghana, West Africa. The stu
ents conducted various work
hops including "Parentin
echniques
to
Im prov
Children's Health," "Effectiv
ommunication with the Younirl
hild," and "Entrepreneuriall
raining for Females."
They also provided a healt
creening in Techimentia
'Ghana where many people weri
p.ble to receive free health car
~or the first time in their lives.

~

HU Leaders Meet Kappa Leaves
Mark On Students
Conference, from Campus A2

ethical dimension of leadership," Richardson said.
Ravi Windom, president
of Entertainment Power
Players, enjoyed the opportunity to network with other
campus leaders.
"I was excited to come
here because I have never
been among all the student
leaders of Howard. It was
very informative," she said.
Windom offers her personal assessment of considerations that could be made for
futun· HUSA seminars
"It went well, but it was
little lengthy. If I could
change it, I would make it
more hands-on and less of

a classroom setting," she
said.
Henry would like for
campus organization leaders
to play a role in the planning
of Student Leadership Week
in September. She said that
HUSA would wait to receive
feedback from the participants before making any definite plans.
April Harley, director
of student organizations for
HUSA, believes that campus
organizations should aim to
work as a single unit.
"We want students to
work together and have good
working relationships," she
said. "This is a good way to
get to know each other."

Death,from Campus
A1

"He was my best
friend. This makes
me take nothing for
granted, and I know
that tomorrow is not
promised. We all
Jost a big part of our
lives," he said. "Our
family was already
close, but now we
are even closer. We
appreciate our time
with each other."
James
leaves
behind his father
Gerard James, II,
who is the lieutenant governor of the U.S. Virgin
Islands, and his mother Suzette

orehouse College
The late music pionee
y Charles will be honore
) Morehouse College on Sept
129, 2004, with a ceremon
~n Beverly Hills. The college
along \\ith trustee member Bill
Cosby, has been planning
'Tribute to Ray Charles."
Charles awarded the his
torically black all-male colleg~
vith a total of $4 nlillion dur
ng his career. The proceed
om the event will help buili
!the $is million Ray Charle
!Performing Arts Center.

J

t

~

Bough-James. He also leaves
behind his stepmother and his
three sisters.

New Students Undergo Boot Camp
Camp, from Campus A2

Swinton, understand the potential benefits of the program.
"I cannot speak for all freshmen, but most of them want
business skills. Others know
exactly what they want and do
not want to waste time doing
something they do not want to
do," said Mercado, a sophomore
anthropology major.
"But on the flipside you
should be able to sust:'\in yourself without having to depend
on someone. It is a decision you

should come to on your own."
Swinton, who is a junior
accounting major, views the
program as an opportunity for
students to fine tune their business acumen before graduation.
"I think it is a good idea for
all students to attend because
you get a chance to better prepare yourself, and you never
know what could happen after
graduation. I wish I had [this
opportunity] when I was a

freshman."
In addition to the boot
camp, the grant will be used
to form and operate the
Entrepreneurship, Leadership
and Innovation {ELI) Institute.
The Institute will consist
of four major groups: academic
programs, a research center,
business and communication
development and the Center for
Entrepreneurship Thought.
Boyden recognizes the fact
that s01nc students may not be
open to the idea of attending a

mandatory boot camp.
"Initially, then~ wa!. hesitation because the students were
unaware of what was going on,
but now that they have started applying what they use it is
exciting," she said.
"Kauffman believed many
opportunities start on campuses and also must be done
with minorities in mind," Sirjue
said.

isk University
.
Fisk University in Nashville,
enn. has been awarded ove
epartment of Justice t~
·mprove their campus sPcuri
. With this grant, Fisk plan
t~ install surveillance camera~
1~1at will nionitor various locaj
tions on campus. They also
Jan to implement a key-card
ntry system in its dorn1itories.

~

-Compiled by Andrea
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[Places to Know: Administra tion Building
construcfe<
In th1,.• 1nid~ 195os. Joh~n
oversaw the <.'r 1tion of ofher
signifir ant buildings incl ud
ing the College of D ntist11 ,
Collegt: of Pharma.:y, the School
of Law .md th Administratio 1
Building.
Currently,the
J\runinistration Building houses
the office of President H. Patrick
Swygert.
Students <.an request tran~cripts, speak \Vith Enrollment
!\lanagl•ment. nnd satisfy their
validation requ1re1nents in thi!!
buildmg.

\~ere

SHONDRA JAMES

I
.

t--::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::j

Toda\, many people r ·gan
the adm1nbtratJon bm ding ~
a headarhe or ,1 plact' to secure
1nanci,ll aid. but fe" studeuts
kno\\ the history behind the
dministration Building
Named after the 11th
president of the University,
the.' Mordecai \Vyutt .Johnson
dministr<ition Building was
•rectcd in 1957. Johnson wa
the fin;t Afric, n-Amc 1can to
sc•1vc• as president of I Ioward.
A native of Paris l'enn ,
Johnson
attended
Roger
Williarns University loratetl in
asln'illt•, Tenn.
Before ..:onnng to Howard,
1e taught English, history
·rnd economics at Atlanta
Japtist College known today as
Morehou •College.
Johnson's time as llowurd·s
enior marketing major from
r sident h1st I 34 .>ears,
Memphis, Tenn. She can be
eginning in t9"6 ttnd C'nding
·eached through telephone,
ax, telegraph, or Morse in 1960. Unckr the lt'ader.5hip
ode, but she prefers email at if .Johnson, :Founders Librarv
.'
'ool,
Hall,
·1
ub,nan
Court,
haraoncampus@hotmail.com.
Wheatley Hall anllBaldwin Hall

'
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ack of Customer Service at Financial Aid Office and
ther A-Buillding Offices, Focal Point of·Student Protest
Junior
finance major John
Mccown has experienced differently.
"At least last year I could wait in
"We agreed with the recommenda- line until I was seen. It is a complete
ns wholeheartedly," Johnson said. inconvenience. This is the second time
e instituted staff identification I have been told to come back another
dges this summer and we already day," he said.
Adam J cfferson, who is a senior
ve the [publicity] boards up, ready
marketing major, said that despite his
be used."
Johnson also explained that the efforts to be polite to Howard personce is in the process of creating a nel, he is still met with attitudes, espebsite that will contain the e-mail cially in Financial Aid.
Students, like senior radio-televidresses and pictures of the staff.
He encouraged students to make sion-film major Crystal Belcher, want
e financial aid process easier on to see more cooperation on the part of
emselves by completing and turn- the administration.
"Nothing got done. It seems as
in the appropriate paper work on
though the administration went around
e.
Noting the long wait time that the problem instead of respecting and
any students face when visiting the compensating students," she said.
Courtney vVatson, who serves as
ancial aid office, Johnson described
e lengthiness as a part of the pro- HUSA director of student advocacy,
wants to maintain open lines of com
ss.
"We are not going to rush you munication with the administration.
"We did not go trying to kick down
rough if you need more attention,"
the door. We just wanted to hear what
said.
Even though a ticketing system is he had to say, and we wanted him to
place to regulate the number of stu- hear what we had to say," she said."We
nts who are seen on a daily basis, are the student voice. If we will not be
advocates for the students, who will?"
, dents without tickets show up, too.
Watson said that HUSA has plans
"Students should come as early as
ssible," J ohnson said. "If a student to continue working ·with J ohnson and
mes here at 6 a.m., we have to see Carol McKinnon, director of Enrollment
Management.
at student] as well."
=RVICE, from Campus A 1

"We can make
a difference if we
all come together
like we did today.
We need to make
sure
that
we
receive the best
customer
service because we
are paying for it,"
Woody said.
"Student customers should be
treated like any
other customer."
w 0 0 d y
explained
that
HUSA would continue to talk to
students and seek
out their opinions
on various student
services.
Henry views
the protest as a
catalyst for students to take a
,fordnn (.'"oltk'rt•A, ,I. Photo f.J11.1r
more
p roactive HUSA president and vice president Conrad Woody and Freda Henry led a calm protest for stuapproach to their dents concerned with the service they receive from Howard personnel.
educational e>..'J)e'yes' all the time from the administrarience.
Asst. Campus Editor Charreah
"This empowers students to tion, but we want them to know they
[demand] the best customer service," cannot hide behind titles [anymore]. Jackson also contributed to this story.
she said. "We are not looking for a They need to make themselves known
to us."

eports Rank Howard 90th ISAS Kills Lethal PC Virus
NKS, from Campus A 1

nd expressed ideas of improvng academic programs and ser.ces, promoting excellence in
eaching and research, enroll~ng students of high quality and
continued enhancement of the
acilities in which students live
nd the environment of the uniersity as a whole.
"Those are the factors that
e have been judged upon by
ur peers and colleagues around
the country," English said.
"Those are the qualities that
have helped us reach this."
McKenzie
feels
these

accomplishments will make the the best in higher education,"
Howard community proud.
said Danielle Snipes, a junior
"Some faculty members accounting major.
made sacrifices to be here,"
J unior accounting major
McKenzie said. "We're not at the Shanelle Swinton felt that while
beginning, we are really right on the ranking was good, it wasn't
the trajectory pretty far out, but good enough.
there is still a lot of room for
" It shows what a great unifurther growth."
versity that we have, but at the
The students at Howard same time, it shows how much
University feel a great sense of more work we have to do,"
pride about Howard moving up Swinton said.
in the ranks among the best colleges in America.
"I think that it is a great
opportunity for the university and it affords Howard the
opportunity to be placed among

VIRUS, from Campus A 1

vices major and iLab technician
J ustin Varghese, the certification process the iLab offers this
year is either a "cleaning" or
"clearing."
The "clearing" is called
Avenue 1 and erases the entire
system and may delete some
major files in order to remo".e
viruses.
The "cleaning" process,
Avenue 2, cleans less severe
viruses. In this process, files are
not deleted unless they are not
cleanable.
"Most students don't know

about the Sasser virus," said
Varghese. "So we basically just
give the off-campus students
a Sasser Removal kit and give
them instructions on how to use
the disk. It only takes one application."
The only way that the virus
could return is if another variation of it was made and it infiltrated individual computer systems. Because of the security
placed on the server, most students disable their firewalls in
order to allow file-sharing programs like Limewire and Ares
to work.
Howard University User

Support
Services
Interi1n
Director Clint \\Talker was not
available for comment, but the
general sentiment of the department is that students have the
responsibility to learn about
their computer and how to keep
it safe.
Getting reguhr updates of
anti-virus software and sere 'ning downloaded items are two
very simple and very effective
ways to prevent computer viruses. Also, recognizing the fact
t11at viruses come in all shapes
and sizes is a way to keep the
network and server safe from
viruses and worn1s.

Buy your textbooks on eBay
and save up to
* the list price.
PREVENT OVl;~~~~~pJ~-~

----------·---·-----·-·-----·-----·-coiiege tor Le&&. More tor you.
Play online for a chance to ~~~!**
-fa< $2 500 eBay Shopping Spree! .,.,,.,

t. So~e cooler and drinks for a year!

* Mobile
phone and ~50 d'
Verizon Wireless gift car •
.

I

-fa< Thousands of other prizes.
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Anythlnit
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~
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*Savings based on a comparison of average sale prices for most popular textbooks on eBay.com during January 2004, \vith the list price of those books.
.
**No purchase necessary. The eBay Prevent Overspending Match and Win Game begins at 12:00 AM PDT 8/10/04 and ends at 11:59 PM PDT 9/30/04. Game is open
to legal residents of the 50 United States and the District of Columbia. 18 years of age and older. Void in Puerto Rico and \vhere prohibited. $2500 shoppinc0 spree to be
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Protect Your
Legacy, Protect
Your Investment
BY SHARA D. TAYLOR
Campus/Online Editor

Howard belongs to us.
We fund it.
We pay its employees.
We make its very existence
necessary.
Without us and our (or our
parents') money, there would be
no Howard legacy to uphold.
There is not another soul on
earth who cares for and about
the future of this great institution more than its students and
alumni.
Now, I'm not saying that
non-Howard supporters are not
integral pa1ts of our history,
but I am saying that without us,
there would be no history.
My fellow Bison, unless we
start to take our responsibility
as leaders and student advocates
seriously, there may not be anything left for future generations
to pride themselves on.
As "Leaders for America and
the Global Community," should
it take incident on top of incident before we demand that the
University respects the power of
our dollars?
We admire the big titles.
And, we recognize the innumerable amount of power that
comes with them.
But, do we realize that we,
as individuals, have just as
much power as those persons
who sit on the top floor of the
Administration Building or in
the hallowed officei:; of Power
Hall?
Year after year, I have heard
students complain about the pitiful treatment of the University's
most important customers (students) by its most underappreciated resources (employees).
I have heard those same students boast about being grownderriere (think about it) men
and women, but avoid the sobering realities that come with that
territory.
Yes, the employees have a
responsibility to treat us with
respect.
And, yes, they have a responsibility to maintain a professional demeanor, even when we
take a step away from our home
training.
But, do we have a responsibility to be cordial to the1n when
we cross their paths?
If you answer 'no,' then why
should you expect better than
sub par treatment?
However, if you are serious
about in1proving the quality of
all of our lives, start with yourself and allow that Bison spirit to
shine to all those you meet.
I assure you that you will see
a difference in the way you are
treated by Howard staff members.
If not, just attribute it to the
inconsiderate individual that
person encountered this morning on the way to the office.
So, on your next trip to the
transcripts window or the front
desk of your dormitory, smile
and show a lillle Bison pride.
Let that person know that you
are an individual who deserves
their respect and understands
the impact of their actions on
your life.
When you feel the need to
complain about the lack of tact
on the part of the employees,
stop and ask yourself if you have
made a valiant effort to correct
it.
Shara D. Taylor is a
senior marketing major from

Memphis, Tenn. She can be
reached through telephone,
fax, telegraph, or Morse
code, but she prefers email at
sharaoncampus@l1otmail.com.
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Howard Gospel Choir Auditions
Tuesday, August 3 1, 2004
Wednesday, September 1, 2004
Friday, September 3, 2004
Auditions are held from 6:30 p.tn. to
10:00 p.m .
Blackbum Center Reading Lounge
Walk-ins welcome

City Council Debate
Tuesday, September 7, 2004
HUSA hosts a debate with D.C.
candidates for local elections
8:00 p.m. .
School of Business Audi torium
(tentatively)
Event is open to the entire Howard
community

General Assembly Meeting
Wednesday, September 1, 2004
The Campus Calendar is p ublished bi7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
1veekZv. Submissions for Universit;1Blackbum Center
recognized organizations should he
General Assembly meetings are held
sub1nitted to sharaonca111pus@hotn1ail.
every first and third Wednesdays of every com no later than Frida)~ Septeniber
month.
10, 2004 bJ' noon to appear on the next
Campus Calendar, in the Septe1nber 14
Pre-pharmacy Club Meeting
1ssue.
September 2, 2004
5:30 p.m.
School of Pharmacy, Chauncey Cooper
Hall, Conference Room 227

s

ethical dimension of leadership/ Richardson said.
Ravi Windom, president
of Entertainment Power
Players, enjoyed the opportunity to network with other
campus leaders.
"I was excited to come
here because I have never
been among all the student
leaders of Howard. It was
very informative," she said.
Windom offers her personal assessment of considerations that could be made for
future HUSA seminars.
"It went well, but it was
little lengthy. If I could
change it, I would make it
more hands-on and less of

a classroom setting," she
said.
Henry would like for
campus organization leaders
to play a role in the planning
of Student Leadership Week
in September. She said that
HliSA would wait to receive
feedback from the participants before making any definite plans.
April Harley, director
of student organizations for
HUSA, believes that campus
organizations should aim to
work as a single unit.
"We want students to
work together and have good
working relationships," she
said. "This is a good way to
get to know each other."

•

Death,from Campus
A1

"He was my best
friend. This makes
me take nothing for
granted, and I know
that tomorrow is not
promised. \Ve all
lost a big part of our
lives," he said. "Our
family was already
close, but now we
are even closer. We
appreciate our time
with each other."
James
leaves
behind his father
Gerard James, II,
who is the lieutenant governor of the U.S. Virgin
Islands, and his mother Suzette

IT~

owie State University

HU Leaders Meet Kappa Leaves
Mark On Students
Conference, from Campus A2

HBCUBRIEFS

Ten students and facul
embers from Bowie Stat
niversity recently joined th
umanitarian Outreach i
hana, West Africa. The stu
dents conducted various work
hops including
echniques
to
Im prov
'Children's Health,.. "Effectiv~
Communication with the Youn~
e_hild, ~ and "Entrepreneuria~
Ii' aining for Females."
I They also provided a health;
~creening in Techimentia)
Ghana where many people werel
ble to receive free health car~
or the first time in their lives.

.I

orehouse College
The late music pionee
Ray Charles will be honore~
by Morehouse College on Sept.
)29. 2004, with a ceremon
;in Beverly Hills. The college,
along with trustee me1nber Bill
posby, has been planning
ribute to Ray Charles."
Charles awarded the his
l rically black all-male colleg
1'\lith a total of $4 million dur
'ng his career. The procee
om the event will help buil
e $15 million Ray Charle
Performing Arts Center.

C

Bough-James. He also leaves
behind his stepmother and his
three sisters.

New Students Undergo Boot Camp
Camp, from Campus A2

Swinton, understand the potential benefits of the program.
"I cannot speak for all freshmen, but most of them want
business skills. Others know
exactly what they want and do
not want to waste tin1e doing
son1ething they do not want to
do," said Mercado, a sophomore
anthropology major.
"But on the flipside you
should be able to sustain yourself without having to depend
on someone. It is a decision you

should come to on your own."
Swinton, who is a junior
accounting major, views the
program as an opportunity for
students to fine tune their business acumen before graduation.
"I think it is a good idea for
all students to attend because
you get a chance to better prepare yourself, and you never
know what could happen after
graduation. I wish I had [this
opportunity] when I was a

freshman."
In addition to the boot
camp, the grant will be used
to form and operate the
Entrepreneurship, Leadership
and Innovation (ELI) Institute.
The Institute will consist
of four major groups: academic
programs, a research center,
business and communication
development and the Center for
Entrepreneurship Thought.
Boyden recognizes the fact
that some students may not be
open to the idea of attending a

mandatory boot camp.
wlnitially, there was hesitation because the students were
unaware of what was going on,
but now that they have started applying what they uc;e it is
exciting," she said.
"Kauffman believed many
opportunities start on campuses and also must be done
with n1inorities in mind," Sirjue
said.

· k University
Fisk liniversit:yinNashville
enn. has been awarded ove
$700,000 by the United State
epartment of Justice t~
·mprove their campus securi
. With this grant, Fi.>k plan ,
o install surveillance cam era
at will monitor various loca
·ons on campus. They als
Ian to implement a key-car
ntry system in its dormitories.
-Compiled by Andrea .J.
ill

!Places to Know: Administration Building
SAONIJRA.

T llla}, many p~ople re ard
the administration building as
.1 he.idache or a place to secure
innnci,11 aid. hut fo\\ students
now the histol)' behind the
dministration Building.
Named after the nth
residl'nt of the t •niversity,
he t\lor<lecai \Vyatt .Johnson
dmini.~tration Building was
~rectrd in 1957. Johnson was
the tust Afri('an-Amencan tu
•rvc> \S pr(•sid(•nt of H nward.
A native of Paris, Tenn.,
Johnson
attended
Roger
Villiams Univcrsitv located in
N'ushville. Tenn. ·
Before coining to Howard,
he taught English, historv
·md economics at Atlanbt
Baptic;t College known today as
:\1orehouse College.
John~on's time a<; Howard's
I esident asted 3
years,
•ginning in 1926 and <'••nding
·n 1960. Undt'r the leadership
1f ,Johnson, Founders Llbrarv
.'
'ook Hall, Tubman Cou1t,
heatlcy Hall and Baldwin Hall

",'I'•' con~1nwt .
In the nud-195os Jobi n
oversa\\ the cre,\tion of other
sil!nificant buildings 1nclud1ng tht• Colle e of Dentistrv,
College of Pha1 na"v, the Sebo I
of Law •md th Administration
Building.
Currcntly,the
Adnlinistration Building houses
the offi~c of Pn•sident H. Patrick
Swygert.
St11clcntb can request h·anscripts, speak with Enrollment
11anagemcnt. and satis(y their
v,1lidation rcqmrenwnts in this
build in~.

'
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Lack of Customer Service at Financial Aid Office and
Other A-Buillding Offices, Focal Point of·Student Protest
SERVICE, from Campus A 1

"V/e agreed with the recommendations wholeheartedly," Johnson said.
"We instituted staff identification
badges this summer and we already
have the [publicity] boards up, ready
to be used."
Johnson also explained that the
office is in the process of creating a
website that will contain the e-mail
addresses and pictures of the staff.
He encouraged students to make
the financial aid process easier on
themselves by completing and turning in the appropriate paper work on
time.
Noting the long wait time that
many students face when visiting the
financial aid office, Johnson described
the lengthiness as a part of the process.
"Vie are not going to rush you
through if you need more attention,"
he said.
Even though a ticketing system is
in place to regulate the number of students who are seen on a daily basis,
students without tickets show up, too.
"Students should come as early as
possible," Johnson said. "If a student
comes here at 6 a.in., we have to see
[that student] as well."

J unior
finance major John
McCown has experienced differently.
"At least last year I could wait in
line until I was seen. It is a complete
inconvenience. This is the second time
I have been told to come back another
day," he said.
Adam Jefferson, who is a senior
marketing major, said that despite his
eff01ts to be polite to Howard personnel, he is still met with attitudes, especially in Financial Aid.
Students, like senior radio-television-film major Crystal Belcher, want
to see more cooperation on the part of
the administration.
"Nothing got done. It seems as
though the administration went around
the problem instead of respecting and
compensating students," she said.
Courtney Watson, who serves as
HUSA director of student a~vocacy,
wants to maintain open lines of communication with the administration.
"We did not go trying to kick down
the door. We just wanted to hear what
he had to say, and we wanted him to
hear what we had to say," she said."We
are the student voice. If we will not be
advocates for the students, who will?"
Watson said that HUSA has plans
to continue working with J ohnson and
Carol McKinnon, director of Enrollment
Management.

"We can make
a difference if we
all come together
like we did today.
We need to make
sure
that
we
receive the best
customer
service because we
are paying for it,"
Woody said.
"Student customers should be
treated like any
other customer."
w 0 0 d y
explained
that
HUSA would continue to talk to
students and seek
out their opinions
on various student
services.
Henry views
the protest as a
catalyst for students to take a
Jordnn Ct»ll'M-rC· .\
I'
r:Jrtor
more
proactive HUSA president and vice president Conrad Woody and Freda Henry led a calm protest for stuapproach to their dents concerned with the service they receive from Howard personnel.
•
educational expe'yes' all the time from the administrarience.
Asst. Campus Editor Charreah
"This empowers students to tion, but we want them to know they
[demand] the best customer service," cannot hide behind titles [anymore]. Jackson also contributed to this story.
she said. "We are not looking for a They need to make themselves known
to us."
1

Reports Rank Howard 90th ISAS Kills Lethal PC Virus
RANKS, from Campus A 1

and expressed ideas of improving academic programs and services, promoting excellence in
teaching and" research, enrolling students of high quality and
continued enhancement of the
facilities in which students live
and the environment of the university as a whole.
"Those are the factors that
we have been judged upon by
our peers and colleagues around
the country," English said.
"Those are the qualities that
have helped us reach this."
McKenzie
feels
these

accomplishments will make the the best in higher education,"
Howard community proud.
said Danielle Snipes, a junior
"Some faculty members accounting major.
made sacrifices to be here,"
Junior accounting major
McKenzie said. "We're not at the Shanelle Swinton felt that while
beginning, we are really right on the ranking was good, it wasn't
the trajectory pretty far out, but good enough.
there is still a lot of room for
"It shows what a great unifurther growth."
versity that we have, but at the
The students at Howard same time, it shows how much
University feel a great sense of more work we have to do,"
pride about Howard moving up Swinton said.
in the ranks among the best colleges in America.
"I think that it is a great
opportunity for the university and it affords Howard the
opportunity to be placed among

VIRUS, from Campus A 1

about the Sasser virus," said
Varghese. "So we basically just
vices major and iLab technician give the off-campus students
Justin Varghese, the certifica- a Sasser Removal kit and give
tion process the iLab offers this them instructions on how to use
year is either a "cleaning" or the disk. It only takes one appli"clearing."
cation.··
The "clearing" is called
The only way that the virus
Avenue 1 and erases the entire
could return is if another variasystem and may delete some tion of it was made and it infilmajor files in order to remo".e trated individual computer sysviruses.
tems. Because of the security
The "cleaning" process,
placed on the server, most stuAvenue 2 , cleans less severe
dents disable their firewalls in
viruses. In this process, files are order to allow file-sharing pronot deleted unless they are not grams like Limewire and Ares
cleanable.
to work.
"Most students don't know
Howard University User

Support
Services
Interim
Director Clint Walker was not
available for comment, but the
general sentiment of the department is that students have the
responsibility to learn about
their computer and how to keep
it safe.
Getting regular updates of
anti-virus software and screening downloaded items are two
very simple and very effective
ways to prevent computer viruses. Also, recognizing the fact
that vin1ses come in all shapes
and sizes is a way to keep the
network and server safe from
viruses and worms.
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Serving up Fresh, Hot Doughnuts in Dupont Circle
Residents excited about new doughnut shop location in the District
BY ROBIN DAVIS
Metro Section Editor

As you ascend the escala-

tor to exit the Dupont Circle
Metro Station, you can sn1ell
the sweet aroma of hot doughnuts. The s1nell of hot doughnuts is something that has
been absent from the District
until last Tuesday - the grand
opening of D.C.'s first Krispy
Kreme.
Despite !~spy Kreme locations in Rockville, Md., and
Arlington Va., Washington's
own Krispy Kreme just
opened last week, with a week
full of promotional events
including free doughnuts.
Lori Isaac, Krispy Kreme
spokeswoman said the new
location has been a success.
"We've had lines out the door.
On opening day, we had a line
[that started] at 4 p.m., the
previous day. It's been a steady
flow. "
The weeklong festivities might have something
to do with the rapid success.
Opening day, the first customers were able to receive a bevy
of gifts, including a year's
supply of doughnuts, Krispy
Kreme t-shirts and a free cup
of coffee per month for a year.

Mayor Anthony Williams was
on hand to cut the ribbon for
the store, as well as do a symbolic lighting of the Krispy
Kreme Hot Doughnut sign.
Local musicians performed the
entire opening week and radio
station Z-104 broadcasted
live from the store on Friday.
Krispy Kreme fans were being
passed out as well as Krispy

"The thing I think
is sacred about
Krispy Kreme is that
they're not on every
corner; they're special."
-Lori Isaac, spokeswoman
Kreme balloons.
"It seems pretty nice," said
Phil Allen, a visiting businessman from Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
"It's a great location, you've
got the metro station right
here." Although the store was
packed when he went in to get
his doughnut and coffee, Allen
received swift service. "It took
me about a minute and a half
to get through the line."
Sol Levine, a Dupont
Circle resident, was happy to
see the Krispy Kreme store in

his neighborhood, although
he admits to being more of
a "Dunkin' Donuts person."
Levine noticed that all the restaurants in the Dupont Circle
area tend to open locations in
the suburbs of Maryland and
Virginia after opening in the
city. "This is the first example
of food service moving into the
city," he said.
Levine has been happy
with his experience at Krispy
Kreme. "I went in with the
intention of ordering two
glazed doughnuts and came
out with three. I did notice
that when I ordered my doughnut, they gave me one that
came fresh off the rack."
The festivities of the week
gave the store "a good atmosphere," according to Justin
Waters who, along with wife
Katie, just bought a condominium 15 minutes away. The
couple said that they would
occasionally walk up the street
to the Krispy Kreme on the
weekends, once they move to
the area.
Although the grand opening of this location has been
very successful, Isaac said there
are no plans to open another Krispy Kreme in D.C. "The
thing I think is sacred about
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Fresh doughnuts on display at the District's new Krispy Kreme Dqughnut shop location.

Krispy Kreme is that they're not
on every corner; they're special.
We're just going to enjoy the
success of D.C. Krispy Kreme
has only 387 stores in the United
States, Mexico and Australia.
It's still a place you have to
look for, and there's something

special and fun about finding a
Krispy Kreme."
The grand opening festivities arc over, but Krispy Kreme
holds many events throughout
the year. Krispy l<reme is located at 1350 Connecticut Avenue,
and is right across from the

Dupont Circle Metro Station.
The store hours are from 5:30
a.m. to 11 p.m., Sunday through
Thursday and 5:30 a.m. to midnight, Friday and Saturday.

Homelessness a Growing Trend in the Washington Area
BY GLORY EDIM
Contributing Wnter

He sat quietly inside a
McDonald's on Georgia Avenue
nibbling on a chicken nugget.
At first glance, Gray Adams is
intimidating. Yet when Adams
speaks you are surprised at the
gentleness of bis voice and the
perfect white teeth that gleam
when he smiles.
At 25-years-old, he looks
older than bis age, perhaps
more weary than the typical
25-year-old. That is because
the Baltimore native has been
homeless since the age of 17.
"I carry my life in my hands
everyday," said Adams, clutching a tattered red duffel bag.
At six feet tall. he stares

\1.a,a GlWa.Jn..

down at you with large stern
eyes and a head full of disheveled curly hair.
His skin is a flawless ebony
color but if you look closely you
can see a faint tattoo of a teardrop next to his left eye. He
looks tough.
Homelessness is a problem that plagues urban
Anlerica, from Georgia Avenue
to Baltimore, Md. Two major
trends have caused a rise in the
homeless population over the
past 20-25 years: a growing
shortage of affordable rental
housing and a simultaneous
increase in poverty.
Homelessness is something that can affect anyone
regardless of race, age, gender or sexuality. All over the
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Homeless
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Manhattan,
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See POVERTY, News A7

Tliings to Do in tlie Area

Go-Go: Dancing to a Different Beat
BY IMAN MAYNARD

Ongoing until 12/31:
It All the Stories are True: African American
riters Speak
* Anacostia Museum, 1oam - 5pm, FREE

Contnbuting Writer

To the average incoming the "Godfather of Go-Go,"
freshn1an from outside the began rapping to his audiences
D.C. metropolitan area, the between sets in Washington,
term "go-go" may only signify D.C. While Brown engaged the
the disco scene of the i96os. crowd, his percussion sectionStudents more familiar with drums and congas- would play
the area know that go-go is a a specific type of funk beat.
unique style of music extremely Eventually these transition
popular among local residents. beats became full songs. Hence,
But what is go-go? What go-go was born.
The style of call and
does it sound like? Who invented it and why?
response paired with a signaIn order to fully understand ture beat was then popularized
this isolated phenomenon, it is by classic go-go bands such as
necessary to go back almost 40 Trouble Funk, Rare Essence
years.
and Et;, whose hit "Doin' Da'
At around the time hip- Butt" became the most nationhop started taking form in the ally recognized go-go song in
Bronx, jazz artist Chuck Brown, the history of the genre.

During the 1980s and
1990s, hip-hop artists including LL Cool J, Salt-N-Pepa,
Heavy D and Doug E. Fresh
integrated go-go into their
songs. More recently, Jay-Z's
"Do It Again (Put Ya Hands
Up)" uses a variation of Rare
Essence's "Overnight Scenario"
and Beyonce's ~crazy In Love"
uses a go-go beat.
Regionally, go-go
has
endured as the most popular
black music since its conception. Even a dance craze-beating your feet-has emerged as a
result of this local music Why
then, are go-go bands not as
popular on a national level?

Son1e students attribute the
lack of go-go enthusiasm to
close-mindedness.
"It's different. It's unique.
The only reason some people
that aren't fro1n here don't like
it is because it's different from
your average hip hop/R&B
music," said junior Jasmine
Potts, a Virginia native.
Students
like
junior
Houston
native
~1ichacl
Arceneaux insist that go-go is
simply unentertaining.
"I can't tolerate it. If I hear
it, I have to duck and co,·er
m~ ears. It's just a bunch of
noise and I hate how they mess
See GO-GO, News A7

Ongoing Sundays:
* "Soprano" Sundays- "Sopranos" viewing,
~rink specials and a DJ.
*Jojo - 1518 U St. NW, 3pm-close
9/5/04:
· Jazz Brunch
Nat'l. Gallery of Art Terrace Cafe, $20 per
erson, 11-3 pn1

l

9/6/04;
* US Capitol/NSO Labor Day Concert
* East Capitol & First Streets, 8 pm, FREE

District Wants to Gain Taxation with Representation
BY TYLER BROWN
Contributing Writer

"Taxation
without
Representation," a phrase commonly seen on license plates
and political campaign ads in
the District, is a familiar thorn
in the side of most Washington,
D.C. residents. District residents vote, pay income tax and
are subject to federal law. Yet
they are represented in the U.S.
Congress by a single individual
who is denied the right to vote
on legislation. In essence, the
527,000 District residents have
no influence on the legislative
process and little to no say in

congressional decisions.
to vole, hence the lack of repre- of Mayor Williams' platfonn
According to usgovinfo. sentation.
was affordable housing; four
com, Washington, D.C. is offiDistrict residents harbor a years later and Mayor \Villiams
cially classified and treated as wide range of views on their himself has admitted publicly
a federal district rather than a lack of representation, what that even he can't afford to live
state. Eleanor Holmes Norton, members of the city and federal in the city," Harchum said.
an elected delegate, represents governments are to blame for
When asked what the root
the District in the House of this, and what methods should of the problem was he said,
Representatives. The web- be employed to gain represen- "We all have voices, we just
site goes on to state that the tation and voting rights.
don't know how to talk; we fail
Constitution makes no referAccording to Maurice "One to use the right channels in
ence to the position (of del- Love" Harchum of Ben's Chili communicating our grievances
egate) and that Washington, Bowl, the lack of representation and so our voices go unheard."
D.C. is not represented in the begins with t.1ayor Anthony
Dwayne Brown, a Southeast
U.S. Senate.
Williams and his administra- resident, agrees that the govThe District of Columbia tion. "There is no representa- ernment may be the problem.
delegate has the ability to voice tion," said llarchum. "Case in "Our city government would
their opinion on legislation, but point - when he was running for have to come together first to
the delegate is denied the right election, one of the major issues show that we our own (prob-

!ems) together first. If we
have shady mayors and shady
govermncnt. how will people
respect us trying lo beco1ne a
state?" he said.
Brovm says that he doesn't
see the District becoming a
state anytime soon. "I would
like to say it, but I don't see
it happening. The rest of the
nation sees us as really easy
money.
Other \\Tashington resident-; believe that the problem lies elsewhere...The biggest issue is education," says
Kenneth Ward of Southwest
Washington, D.C. "[District]
citizenry arc apathetic when

..

it comes to voting rights and
other states that should support
our voting rights arc unaware
of the severity of the situation,"
Ward said.
Yvette White of Northwest
D.C. believes that racism attributes to the problem. "I fully
expect D.C. to get full voting
rights within the next 5-10
years. The greatest obstacle to
D.C. voting rights has been (the
city's) majority black population. \Vith the current pace of
gentrification, D.C. will have
its voting rights within a short
period of time," she said.
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Students Turn Drab ·norms Into Lavish Living Spaces
BY JANA HOMES

.

Hilltop Staff Writer

Blue fish rug: $s; wall coverings, a.k.a. vinyl tablecloth: $3;
seashells: free from your local
beach; blue craft sand from your
mom's craft basket: free. An
ocean inspired room dorm room
that feels like home: priceless.
At Howard University, students have en1ployed a number
of techniques and strategies to
create dorm rooms that range
from "home away from home" to
"penitentiary cell.··
Stephanie Hicks, resident of
the aforementioned island paradise in Bethune Annex and a
sophomore psychology major,
was one of the nlore creative
residents. She covered her walls
and wrapped her floor lamp in
seashell print tablecloth from a
local dollar store.
"I was e.xcited to have a single and my own space and after
watching way too much Style
\riolt Ja<n<r<on•D<pul) \1>"'1 ni: I
Channel and HGT\' this sum- Year after year, students go to great lengths to personalize their dorm rooms.
mer, I decided that nlv dorm
room needed a theme,., Hicks
'"I didn't think about the room until information major who lives in the \Vest
three weeks before we moved in. But a lot of Towers. "And when 1ve move out at the end
said.
'"I just decided that an ocean theme things that I had for so long happened to fit of the year, I don't have to pack anything."'
W11ile there are those who got to e:--.1remes
would be the most fun and most soothing, in perfectly. I had a blue dolphin lamp that
and would allow 1ne to heavily incorporate I got as a present and at the time I thought in decorating, or lack thereof, there are also
it was silly, but now I appreciate it,"' Hicks students who just want to feel at ho1ne.
blue, which is m~' favorite (color)."
A portion of the inspiration for tlie .-aid
I need my room to be like home,
Though Hicks exerted much effort in because it's n1y abode away from home,"
endeavor was the popular interior decorating show, "Design On A Dime. The show, her decor, there are other residents who do said senior business management major
which airs on Home and Garden Television, not see the point.
Christyn Paige. She said she likes to bring
"I don't really stay in my room enough in touches of home into her single in Cook
or HGT\.', takes ordinary homes, experienced designers and a meager budget, and to set it up. I'm in class so often that it Hall, such as the same air freshener and
brings it all together to create a tasteful doesn't matter. It's just a place to rest my
room.
head," said Alex Godfrey, a junior computer
See DORMS, News 85

.
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To Do Ligt
1) Shop wisely. Target and The Dollar Store are

•

your friends. It is perfectly acceptable to spend
money on your room, but do remember that you will
only live there this year.J:f you're going to invest
in expensive pieces make sure they're things that
you can use later on in life.
2) Fuse fashion and function. There's nothing
in the rule book that says your things have to be
pretty or practical. The best thing to do is to
find things that will help serve a vital purpose,
but manage not to make you sick when you look at
them.
3) Use under-the-bed storage. No room has

unlimited space, but there are some places in the
room that can be utilized. The under-the-bed
space is a p~rf ect area to keep things that you
use, but not as often as things that need to be
easily at hand.

-

4) Don't overdo it. The key to creating an

enjoy6ble living space is to balance somewhere
between having too much going on and not enough
going on. Pick and choose your favorite pieces or
try to mesh concepts together to keep things
under control.
5) Have fun. Your room is where you sleep at

night, but it can also be where you play during the
day. It can be a study area or a relaxation spot.
· The important thing is that you feel comfortable
in your space, because it will be your home for the
next eight months.

FASHION@HU

Local Songwriter
Navigating Treacherous Hills in Heels:
Wanders To Success

The Plight of the Howard Fashionista

BY RICHARD B. YOUNG
Contributing Writer

BY NAKISHA WILLIAMS
Editorials & Perspectives Editor

()\\'i\b41l.t"~'

You can find her strutting dO\\ n the pathways of the Yard so confident!) that you swear she's forgotten that she's on a D.C. campus and
tl1inks that she's on a runway in ?.Iilan. She's the Howard fashionista,
and just as a basketball player can't Jive without his Nikes, she can't
liYe without her stilettos.
See, at Howard, fashion is a lifestyle and no one knows that
better than the Bison woman.
"I love wearing heels, they just jazz up your outfit" declared
Keisha Lewis, a sophomore telecommunications manage1nent major.
"I don't like sneakers, I wear heels all the time."
For many women on can1pus high heels are the shoes of
cho1l'e. Whether it's snowing or the shining, 8:10 a.m. in class
or 12:10 p.m. in the Punch Out, .\"Ou can always
. find a lad\.
''earing her heels.
The SV..1h Street hill is her worst enemy. It has been
known to eat up her heels and cause her legs and toes to
ache. But she presses on anyway.
Some ladies, like freshman Magen Barnett
bypass the whole balancing act altogether. "I
don't wear heels here and if I do they're really
small," she said.
But wearing heels on Howard's campus is
an art, one that some women like junior psycholog_v pre-med 111ajor Charity Kimes have
down packed. "I don't wear them on days I
have to walk around a lot," said Kimes.
Many women say that they'll only wear
their heels on days that they don't have
that many classes or when they know
that they can easily navigate to their destinations solely by the shuttle. Because
as Kin1es notes, it's just not cute to see
a girl struggling in her stilettos.
"Girls should know how to walk
in their heels. Don't walk like your
feet are hurting, and even if they
are, play it off."
\.Vhatever her reason, some
men just don't understand why
See HEELS, News 85
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As a young girl listening to

The Beatles, 24-ycar-old singer
and songwriter Laura Burhenn
never thought that her dream
of becoming a professional
recording artist would someday
become a reality.
Burhenn, a local 111usician,
began writing and singing at a
very young age.
She is no stranger to performing. She said she grew up
singing in the church choir and
entered talent shows while in
high school. This spawned a Laura Burhenn
greater interest and appreciaeverything I'd ever written on
tion for nlusic.
"I've been singing as long it. I didn't really edit my work;'
as I could talk," she explained. she said.
Burhenn believes her mas"My mother is the daughter of a
Methodist minister which meant terpiece lies in her second
we were in church all the time. album, "Wanderlusl," which was
She played the piano for the released in April 2004.
"My second album is cerchurch choir, so she wanted me
to play as well as sing. Naturally, tainly more refined," Burhenn
said. "'I sat down :t111l -:aid 'Ok.
I was inclined to 1nusic."
During high school, Burhenn this song is good enough for tht:
decided that n1usic was some- albun1, this one isn't.' I feel like
thing that she wanted to pursue ["Wanderlust"] is 111~ first album
more seriously. It was then that and MNot Ashamed to Say" was
she amassed the courage to begin like a diary."
In addition to writing a secwork on her first album entitled,
"Not Ashamed to Say." Burhenn ond album, Burhenn has also
released "Not Ashamed to Say" been juggling two jobs. Not only
in August of 1999 on Laboratory does she run a record label, she
Records - the label she inde- also works at a local university
to support her tn1e love, n1usic.
pendently owns and operates.
Although Burhenn said she Burhenn admits that having her
was pleased with her first album own label is a struggle, but it
and thought it was a "good expe- comes with benefits.
~Ifs very difficult producrience," she admitted that it was
not her best work to date.
ing and running a label, how"The first album I did, I put
See SONGWRITER, News 85
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national business major Asheali
Tanks said distance is not a factor when she wants to go to a
From the sn1ell of the con- movie. She said she was more
cession stand popcorn to the concerned with atmosphere.
previews that are sometimes
"I like going to Georgetown
better than the main attraction, and Arundel Mills, even though
going to a movie can certainly they are far," she said. "They are
be an experience. The quality of two of the nicest theaters in the
that experience usually depends area. The ones that are close to
entirely on the selection of a ca1npus are crap."
theater.
By contrast, sophomore
· For those new to the area, marketing major Megan Ly.non
that decision process can involve said the only theater she has
much trial and error. Howard been to in the district was Union
students attend movie theaters Station.
as close as Union Station and as
"I go because of the locafar as Alexandria, Va. Students tion and the student discount,"
base their decisions on every- she said. '"They provide the best
thing from proximity to campus service for the least amount of
to the amount of butter on the money."
popcorn to the size of the stuSome students, like Justin
dent discount.
Horhn, said their preferences
For instance, junior inter- depended entirely on the sitBY KEITH LAING

Life & Style Editor

uation. Horhn, a sophomore
finance major, said he prefers to
go to further theaters when he
is on dat~s to get away from the
Howard crowd. Ile listed that
as one of the reasons he rarely
attends Union Station.
"I've only been there once,
but if I was on a date I definitely
wouldn't go there," Horhn said.
"It's [too) crowded. I like to get
away from everything [in that
situation). I think Eisenhower
Avenue is a good location if
you're on a date. It's nice, not
too expensive and they ha\·e a
Ruby Tuesday's right there if
you want to grab something to
eat."
Accessibility is another factor that might affect the theater
decision. Students without cars
tend to search for metro accessible theaters.

"My car is at home, so if I
can't get there by train or bus,
I'm not going," senior print journalism major Patrice ~tiles said.
"Luckily, there are several t heaters that are near metro stations."
Theaters that can be reached
by Metro include the AMC theaters at Union Station and City
Place, which are both near stations on the Red Line - Union
Station and Silver Springs
respectively
the Loew's
Theater in Georgetown (G2 Bus)
and the Eisenhower Theater,
which is on the yellow line, at
the Eisenhower Avenue station.
No matter what your theater preference, know that your
movie viewing options extend
beyond the television in your
dorm room.

\1 ..rh;nt llal'thn:•nt·SUff Phc: oi niphe:r

Howard students have long frequented movie theaters such
as Union Station on weekends to view the latest releases.

Students Shop Around for Smart Deals and a Good
BY NICOLE MELTON

of different stores that you may thrift stores and flea markets. without the hassle of shopping
not find in a traditional mall," Junior computer-based infor- at the mall. Stores may also
Phalo said. ··1 also like the vibe mation systems major ~1arcus offer coupons online that you
Forget graphing calculators, of being able to shop while walk- Bird says shopping around for can print and take to the store
backpacks, and textbooks. When ing around and enjoying the out- the best price suits his budget nearest you."
it comes time for school shop- door scenery."
and his style.
Daphney Telfort, a senior
ping, some students are heading
While hunting for the best
"I always look around at broadcast journalism major,
to the closest mall in search of prices at major brand-name more than one store because cites her favorite area retailer as
the hottest fall fashions and the retailers suits the shopping hab- sometimes you can get high-end Forever 21, which has a store in
best back-to-school bargains.
its of some students, others pre- items at a lower cost," Bird said. Pentagon City Mall. The store
Luckily, the metro area is fer to look for the best deals at "I shop at Marshall's because I is where she finds the best savhome to a plethora of shopping off-price retailers. Stores such always find good deals there."
ings on chic and trendy winter
venues where students are sure as TJ ~taxx. tvlarshall's and
Another option for students fashions and accessories. Telfort
to find fall's top looks.
Filene's Basen1ent offer brand searching for savings is online also saves money by exercising
According to the National name and designer fashions shopping. The Internet can be discipline with her shopping
Retail Federation, back-to- f0r men and women at lower a great resource for shopping on habits.
school shopping ranks second prices. TJ Ma.xx is located in a budget, as many retailers post
"Young people have a tenbehind the Christmas season Pentagon Row, and a Marshall's e:Ktra savings specials on their dency to buy an item just because
in retail sales. Consumers are is at Pentagon Centre. Filene's websites.
it is cute, even if they don't really
expected to spend a total of Basement is located walking dis"I shop a lot online, too," need it,·· Tel fort said. "Now that
$14.8 billion this year during the tance from White Flint Mall.
Bird said. "Online shopping is school has begun, it's eve'n more
back-to-school buying bonanza.
Some students are also great because sometin1es you important to buy only what you
When looking to get their reaping the style benefits and can get free shipping and have need, shop around and shop
share of the back-to-school next-lo-nothing prices of area items delivered straight to you wisely."
deals, manv Howard students
are turning to Pentagon City and
its neighbor, Pentagon Square.
With four levels and 170 stores,
shoppers are sure to find looks
they will love. There is also a
convenient underground tunnel
from the mall to the metro.
For freshman marketing
major, Katrina Green, Pentagon
City allows her to shop at stores
similar to those in her home
town.
"I went to Pentagon City for
the first time last week and I
loved it," Green said. 'Tm from
New York and I was glad to find
some of the same stores, such as
Macy's. The prices were pretty
much the same and I was able to
catch great sales.~
Another area favorite of
Howard students is Georgetown.
This outdoor shopping experience includes over 100 specialty
shops and boutiques. Junior
acting major Charity Phalo
enjoys shopping at Georgetown
because it caters to a more eclectic crowd.
\liillrltnt lla•lhn,nr.SWf ""'"c r rhcr
"Georgetown has a mixture Students are hitting the local malls to find the best back-to-school bargains and savings.
Contributing Writer

§]htCU>]p> "ttJiJl YCU>lUl
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'T'fie five best (oca(y(aces to excercise
your yurchasina yower
Pentagon City/ Pentagon Square
Blue or Yellow Line to Pentagon City
station

I·

White Flint Mall
Red Line to White Flint station
Georgetown
G2 Bus (right in front of the Annex
and across from Slowe)
Union Station
Red Line to Union Station
Wheaton Plaza
Red Line to Wheaton station

Thank you for shopping!!!

Howard Alumni Seek to Enrich the Bison Spirit and Soul
BY CHARLAE WASHINGTON
Contributing Writer

Throughout campus, flyers
are proclai1ning one of the hottest weekend events. It's not at
a club, a bar, or a party. It's at
the pulpit.
Every Sunday night is
College Night at Reid Temple
A.M.E. church in Lanham, Md.,
and many Howard students are
'"getting their praise on" at this
gospel extravaganza.
The Reid Temple collegiate
ministry program was started

four years ago by Class of 1995
Howard graduate Rev. Matthew
L. Watley, executive minister, as
a way to combat negative forces
on campus.
"While I was at Howard,
we never really had access to
a church or churches," said
\Vatley, a former Campus Pal,
as he reflected on his years at
Howard. "When the program
was founded, the idea was that
while everyone else on campus
was going out to clubs or handing out flyers for parties, we
were going to be in service and

pass out flyers advertising it."
The program, which also
reaches out to students at
University of Maryland and
Bowie State, offers free transportation by shuttle and free
dinner before service.
"We really want to reach
out to these students. We want
them to come. Young adults
are a priority within the church,"
Watley said. "Rev. Dr. Lee P.
Washington, our head pastor,
also went to Howard. One of
the reasons the program has had
such success is because we have

support from the top on down. attracts students.
convenient. I also love the feel of
Everyone in the congregation
"First and foremost, it's communily inside the congregawants to support our young peo- the word of God. The preach- tion. Whenever I have a problem
ple. That makes all the differ- er is young and dynamic, and or need special prayer, someence in the world."
he breaks down the word into one will help me. They're always
Howard students agree that laymen's terms or slang so that there for us and they really are
the program is indeed a success. people our age can understand letting God use them to touch
"I go to Reid often and I love it. The free meal doesn't hurt us. I really appreciate that."
it," says sophomore Shadeena either," \Vade said while laughWade advises the next time
Russell. '"I like the consistency. ing.
you are seeking out spiritual
Chapel is nice, but they always
Wade said time and atmo- nourishment, you should check
have a different speaker."
sphere also attract people.
out a Sunday College Night at
Courtney \Vade, a senior
"A lot of college students Reid Temple A.M.E. Church
print journalism major and don't like getting up early in the where she said a family in Christ
men1ber of Reid, believes there mornings," Wade said. "The is waiting to embrace you. She
is a plethora of reasons why Reid time [that Reid has service) is said it will be wort}\ the trip.
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HOWARD vs. U. North Caro'lina State, Cai·)', NC
TODAY -TUESDAY, AUG. 31 5T @6:00PM_,,.,

HOWARD ''S. Idaho, Pittsburgh, and Portland
Uni\1 ersi~1 of Pittsburgh Tournan1ent, Pittsburgl1, P
FRIDAY - SATURD.I\ Y, SEPr. 3 1«1 & 4th @ ~ :30 ~I

HO\\' ARD vs. American Universitv.,
SATURDA ',SEPT. 4th@2:30Pl\1
&

HO\VARD vs. George Washington
MONDAY, SEPT. 6TH@ 12;00Noon
Division of Student Affairs

---==---------------_,.,,.-

• 1:OOP

•
UNIVERSITY

ALA
Stat

MA

Un v

Tickets On-Sale Now !

at
Ford Field Box Office and all TicketMaster locations.

ty
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USA Women Grab Their Third Gold at Olympics
play. Team USA, in
Contributing Writer
two straight Olympic
Games, edged the
The USA Women's Basketball team won their Australian team led by
third consecutive gold at this year's Olympic Seattle Storms Lauren
Games, edging out Australia 74-63. They've won Jackson, but it was not
three consecutive gold medals with a 42-3 overall easy. With onl} a tworecord in Olyinpic play (.933 winning percent- point lead after the
age).
third quarter, Team
Within the last seven Olympic basketball com- USA knew it was time
petitions, they have won an astounding seven to take control of the
inedals, including five gold, one silver, and one game.
bronze.
USA and Houston
Although little recognition was shown to the Comets Head Coach
USA Women's team as they swept through all Van
Chancellor
their opponents, Tamika Catchings of the Indiana exclaimed, "To win
Fever believes, "Women's basketball is growing. It like that, we dropped
means a lot. For us to come out of here with a gold down four but we had
is great. \Ve gc back to the middle of the \VNBA the mental character
season and hopefully we get a lot more fans from to come back. \\That a
watching us here.··
win! This has been the
The women's team put their competition to ultimate...the cap on
shame, winning most of their gaines with scoring my coaching career. It
margins of 13 points or more. Their most domi- makes it all complete."
nant game was their Olympic opener in which
WNBA
veterthey dismantled New Zealand with a score of ans Tina Thompson, Dawn Staley and Shannon
99-47, with five USA players scoring in double Johnson helped the Americans take control after
figures. They also put up a 100-point game against hitting a couple clutch three-point shots, sinking
China where \\INBA rookie, Diana Taurasi, had a in free throws and turning up the defense against
team high of 19 points.
the Australian team. Point guard D;;iwn Staley in
Not that d01ninance is new to the USA particular, was a major source of inspiration and
Women's team; they have been in control of inter- leadership for Team USA.
national play since their first appearance in the
Shannon Johnson, a.k.a. PeeWee, of the San
1976 Olympic Games where they took home the Antonio Silver Stars com1nented, "She is everysilver medal. Their first gold medal came at the thing. She is the glue to this team. Even with her
1984 Los Angeles Olympics where they had players sitting on the bench, she didn't shut down, she
among the likes of former University of Southern was constantly talking. I mean, she's a coach."
California Trojan Cheryl Miller and Minnesota
Catchings agrees, "She's a great leader and a
Lynx veteran Teresa Edwards.
great mentor. Being able to talk to her ... I talked
This past Saturday's challenge for the women to her before the last game and told her that I
was among one of the toughest, going up against wanted to be a great player, what did I need to do?
the only other squad to go undefeated in Olympic
BY COURTNEY EILAND

From Gold to Bronze:
BY ASHLEY ROSS
Sports Editor

Forty years after participating in the 1964 Olympics and
returning with the gold, Lany
Brown stood on the verge of
making history yet again this
past Friday. Overseeing a cast of
twelve spectacular NBA all-stars,
Brown matched their talent with
that of Argentina's finest, including Manu Ginobili (Spurs). But
with the US struggling along
the perimeter and center Tim
Duncan barely seeing the court
due to early foul trouble, their
dreams of gold were shattered
by a bitter reality, falling short
to Argentina 89-81.
After the game Brown commented, "I think they executed
great, made shots. \\Then you
execute well and make shots, it's
very, very difficult. A lot of that
is because of their familiarity
with each other and the great
coaching. For us, the difficulty
we had is that the best player we
have, probably the best player in
the world, never had an opportunity to hurt Argentina. We're
not the same team without Tim
Duncan."
Without Duncan's pres-

ence in the paint, Carlos
Boozer (Jazz) and Lamar Odom
(Lakers) attempted to pick up
the slack. Together, Boozer and
Odom pulled 17 rebounds combined with 23 points. Although
Marbury and Iverson together added another 28 points,
Argentina managed to hold on
to the lead.
"A great job by Argentina.
They did a great job of executing
their offense. We tried as hard
as we could. We just couldn't
get it done for whatever reason," commented tean1 captain
Allen Iverson (Sixers). Facing
Lithuania the very nex1: night for
the bronze, the US was not discouraged and Iverson emphasized the importance of their
next game. WRegardless of what
team we play, even if we're not
fighting for the gold medal we're
still representing our country.
We're going to go out there and
play hard and play like it is the
gold medal game. It's still something special to us, it's still an
honor to be able to come over
here and represent your country."
With determination and
prided the US men's teain did
as they promised and repre-

U~S.

She told me, 'Just play your game.
You are a great player. Hearing
that from somebody that has been
in the game so Jong, she is a true
veteran and a true leader."
After the game, Team USA
held up the American flag as the}
huddled in center court celebrating their gold inedal victory over
Australia. To play at these Olympic
Games, the women of Team USA
took a whole month off of their
regular season.
Now with yet another gold medal around her
neck, Da"vn Staley says, "For women, the pinnacle
of our careers is on the Olympic stage. We don't
have a whole lot of professional women's sports

•

and the Olympics are a platforn1 for us lo showcase our talent after college ... If we can continue
lo come and win gold medals in each and every
Olympics, certainly somebody should embrace the
fact that we are good."

Olympic Tradition Continues

sented our cot ntl) well with despite their final record of 5-3,
104-96 victory over Lithu<ini•. the Olympic experience itself is
Although they were the firs US like no other. Rookie Carmelo
men's team since 1992 to not Anthony (Nuggets) said, "We
win the gold, they are now a part are leaving with something
of an ongoing men's Olympic so we don't need to hang our
basketball tradition.
heads. It is a different level
Since it's formal introduc- (the Olympics) of competition.
tion internationally al the 1936 I learned that I cannot always
Olympic games, the United be "the Man" on a team and I
States has had a series of phe- have learned to do whatever I
nomenal records. From the can with the time I am given
beginning. the t:s achially won and support the team no matter
63 consecutive Olyinpic games what. I will definitely be back
before their streak was ended in '08, '12, whenever they want
by a controversial loss to the me back.., Assistant Coach Greg
Soviet Union in 1972.
Since Popovich added, "\Ve are really
then the US has dominated the proud of the guys. They gave up
Olympics, medaling in evel)' their summers to be here and we
single one since. The} present- are coming away with a medal."
ly own a 114-5 win-loss record
with a .958 winning percentage. Coach Brown believes.
"The neatest thing al out this
whole process is that ba~ket
Team co-captain Allen Iverson
ball has gotten better be(·ause
wears a bronze medal with
of what the Dream Team did
pride. Iverson hopes to help the
in '92. We have to realize that
U.S. redeem the gold in 2008.
some of these other teams are
extremely well coached. There
are some great players out there
and rather than knock our guys,
give credit lo the people we had
to play against."
l\tost players agree that

A Second Chance for Quincy Carter, Signs with N. Y. Jets
BY ASHLEY ROSS
Sports Editor

.

"""·ilt,idta)" he>) \.(0111

Former Cowboys quarterback Quincy Carter signed with
t he New York Jets. Orginlally slated to be the starter for the
Cowboys, Carter will play backup to starter Chad Pennington.

Last week quarterback Quincy Carter
signed a one-year contract with the New
York Jets. The 26-year-old from Decatur,
Ga., was cut from the Dallas Cowboys
August 4 amid rumors he failed a drug
test.
Gene Upshaw, executive director
of the National Football League Players
Association (NFLPA), has already stated
that the NFLPA will continue to press
the case. In the ineantime however, J ets
Head Coach llerman Edwards believes,
"To not give so1nconc an opportunity
because they made a mistake would not
be fair. We got a guy who you think is a
good quarterback and can upgrade your
position."
Paul Hackett, the Jets offensive coordinator agreed, "I think this guy is a magnificent fit. I said it when he came out
of college in Georgia. I looked at him
extensively... \Ve brought him in here, we
interviewed him \\C did everything that we
could, and our feeling was that his mobility and his ability to move, I likened him to
Steve Young in my opinion."
Carter will probably not start over Jets
quarterback Chad Pennington who had 189
completions for 2,139 yards last season, but
he is excited about his new role. "I'm look-

PRESEASON WEEK 4 SCHEDULE:
Thursday, Sept . 2
Carolina @ Pittsburgh, 6:30 p.m.
Jacksonville@ New England, 6:45 p.m.
Baltimore@ N.Y. Giants, 7:00 p.m.
Buffalo@ Detroit, 8:00 p.m.
Kansas City@ Dal las, 8:00 p.m.
Tampa Bay@ Houston, 8:00 p.m.
Arizona@ Denver, 9:00 p.m.
Minnesota @ Seattle, 9:00 p.m.
St. Louis @ Oakland, 10:00 p.m.
San Diego@ San Francisco, 11:00 p.m.
Frida y, Se pt. 3
Atlanta @ Washington, 7:00 p.m.
Philadelphia @ N.Y. Jets, 7:00 p.m.
Indianapolis@ Cincinnati, 7:30 p.m.
Chicago @ Cleveland, 8:00 p.m.
Green Bay@ Tennessee, 8:00 p.m.
Miami @ New Orleans, 8:00 p.m.
ing forward to being a Jet and also helping
this football team win games however I can,"
he said. ''I'm just so happ) to have a job
right now." But when thf Cowboys become
the topic of conversation, Catter is mostly
speechless. "It's hard for me to comment on
it, you have to ask Dallas why they released
n1e," said Carter at a news conference last
week. "In this gan1e, there arc surprises and
I was shocked by what happened. But I'd

like to move on."
Carter, a second-round 2001 draft
choice, started 31 gan1es O\'Cr the past
three years with the Dallas Cowboys.
He led the Cowboys to a io-6 record
and a wild card berth last season
when he threw for 3,302 yards and 17
touchdowns. In his career, he has 507
completions in 902 atten1pts for 5,839
yards with 29 touchdowns and has run
140 times for 498 yards.
Ironically, veteran Jets quarterback Vinny Testaverde, has taken
Ca1ter's place with the Cowboys. But
there is no ill-will between the two,
and the 40-year-old Testaverdc has
faith in his young successor, "I think
he'll do fine," he said. "Quincy's going
to handle himself well and certainly
it's an organization that will welcon1e
him with open arms. He's got a full
year under his belt and he has some
ex-perience, and I think he will able to
help them.~
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Dorm Decorating is an Art
DORMS, from L&S 81

Jason Wallace, a sophomore current1y living Meridian
Hill Hall, even went so far as to
maintain the same color theme
as his room at home. But that's
where the similarities between
his permanent home and his
donn room end.
"It's better here than at
home, because here I can call
it 1ny own. No one's cmning in
every five minutes telling me
what to do with it. And you are
always more proud of things
that you earn and I earned this
with my grades," Wallace said.
While Wallace said he put
so much effort into his dorm
roon1 because he rarely gets to

go home to California, there are to add this personal touch to
many international students, her standard double, Gyimahwho aren't even in their own Boadi has found that sharing is
country. Having pieces of home a mixed bag.
present in their current sur"At firs~, I thought I didn't
roundings becomes very impor- have a roommate because
nobody was here, so I had my
tant to smne of these sh1dcnts.
"The 1nost special thing in stuff ~II over. But when she
my room is my banner," said showed up, I had to move it all.
freshman computer engineer- Now it's all overflowing. But I'm
ing major Afia Gyimah-Boadi, glad she's here, because if not,
who lives in the Bethune Annex, I might get lonely," she said of
but calls Accra, Ghana ho1ne. "I her roommate, sophon1ore psyleft Ghana International School chology major Krystal Mears.
before everyone else, so all 1ny
On Howard's campus, a
friends made this banner about broad spectrum of opinions and
how much they would nliss 1ne practices can always be found
and students and teachers and and there's no exception when
everyone signed it.fl Gyimah- it comes· to students trying to
Boadi e~i>laincd.
makt• the Mecca home for four
And though she was able years.

Hig~ Heel~m•~;!!n~m.!!!?.~3!"~" !!~~~. .

HEELS, from L&S 81

the Howard woman insists
on wearing high heels to class.
''When girls wear heels
everyday it looks uncomfortable
and stupid," said Lojo Iquak,
a senior civil engineer major.
"S01neti1nes it looks like they
can't walk in thetn. It also looks
crazy when tht.>y have fat feet
and try to wear them."
Even those who are staunchly anti-heel like Iquak, notice
when the Howard woman is
strutting her stuff. Although he
frowned upon women wearing
heels on campus, Iquak did note
thal heels "make ladies legs look
long and sexy and (heels] make
them walk with a little wiule."
:Morgan Richards, a junior

that he likes to see a girl in ing high heels could also make
heels. "I think it's sex)' when ladies susceptible to other
girls wear heels and know how aggravations ~uch ?s in?rown
to carry themselves in them."
nails, fungus 1nfecllons 111 the
Although some "'len may toenail, corns, bunions, hamthink wearing stilettos is sexy, mertoes, calluses and blisters.
the problems that may arise
So ladies, while you may
fron 1 wearing them daily are think you're SC\.)', it may be
hardly so.
wise to listen to the anguished
"Obviously when you jam whimpers of your soles as you
your foot into a heel you are walk up and down the mountakjng your foot out of its bio- tainous terrain that is Howar~'s
mechanical or natural posi- campus. Your hammertoes w11l
tion," said James Mintzen, thank you.
doctor of podiatric medicine of
Providence Foot Health Center.
"Because of the precarious position you put your foot in when
vou wear a heel you are off bal~nee and have a greater chance
of incurring foot problems."

Local Singer Treasures Independence
SONGWRITER, from L&S 81

ever th.: creativa fraadom
that accompanies it makes it
worthwhile," Burhenn said.
Creatively, Burhennsaidshe
is not like your typical contemporary artist. She said that her
music touches areas that many
younger artists might stray away
from, such as politics.
"I try to make my music
heartfelt as well as a little in tel-

ligent. I think it's important to
be aware of the things going on
around you," Burhenn said.
In order to invest so much
of herself in her work, Burhenn
said she does not focus too
1nuch on the creative process
itself because she is concerned
that it could hinder her work.
"It's a very mysterious process that I don't understand,
and I'm not sure that I \yant to
understand it."

In the future, .Burhenn
plans to release a remix album
as well as tour the East Coast.
The remix album is scheduled
for release early next year.
For more information on
Laura. B11rhenn, visit www.
labatol')Tecords.com/ as well
as at Revolution Records in
\Vashington DC. She can also
been seen performing live on
September 10 at DC9.

Are You Interested in Working
With the Bison Yearbook???

I
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usiness minded in I Paul Travelers
talented, b t opportunities ... St. mpany with
deve\opmen bined Fortune 200 col wor\dorce ...
a ne~ly0 ~~~7 billion ~~d ~ n~~o~aul, MN and
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Leaders ip
well as deve\opm
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l/li!i STPAUL .
fllliii TRAVELERS

If you're a skilled photographer/writer then we may have
a job for you!

www.stpaultravelers.com

Photographers:
An interest meeting will be
held on Friday, September 3rd
at 5:00 p.m. in the Yearbook
office.

(Portfolio Preferred)
Writers:
An interest meeting will be
held on Tuesday, September
8th at 7:00 p.m. in the Yearbook office.

(Bring Writing Samples)
If you have any questions
call 806-7870. The Yearbook office
is located in G-06 in Blackbum.

ALEXA'S GENTLE
TOUCH

I

2824 GEORGIA AVE & HARVARD ST. N.W.

APPOINTMENTS ONLY!!
ANY STYLE YOU WANT
$25&UP
$35
_ ROLLWR WRAPS TWISTED FLEXI RODS
WET SET
FLEXIRODS
ROD SET
STRAW SETS
WRAP&CURL
PRESS&CURL
DEEP WAVES
TOUCHUP$38
CRIMPS
ASK FOR:
PIN-UPS
COLOR
LENA 240.601.8561
STREAKS MICHELLE 202.669.7415
SPIRAL SET
2 BLOCKS FROM HOWARD UNIV.
NEXT DOOR TO BLUE NILE BOOK STORE
CASH ONLY TUES - SAT
ti.\ t K 1\ llONOKED I Ill K.110\11:;(.'0\111'-G WEEK
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Beenie Man Banned by
MTV for Anti-Gay Lyrics
Reggae is one of the hottest in 1998 although his viol~nt lyrics always been an outlet for musigenres on the music scene right have been linked to crimes that cians to express their freedom of
speech. \l/c understand how groups
now, but you wouldn't know have occurred.
And wasn't it just four years could be offended by Beenie songs
that by watching the MTV Video
Music Awards held Sunday. ago when MTV placed Emincm as such "Bad Man Chi Chi Man"
Dance-hall reggae was not a center stage act despite the fact (Bad tvtan. Queer Man) or "Damn"
represented at the VMAs after that The Gay & Lesbian Alliance in which he has gotten the most
Grammy Award winning reggae Against Defamation brought to me heat for saymg "I'm dreaming of
star Beenie Man was booted nation's attention that Eminem said a new Jamaica, come to execute all
from the show for his - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the gays."
anti-gay lyrics.
I nstcad
of pulling

v
f

Our View:

Scenic Man from the show
The decision to
pull the artist from
altogether, MTV could have
the pre-awards concert
had him perform a song that
wasn't offensive. You know,
came after gay groups
like they do with every other
threatened to protest 1f
he was allowed to perartist.
Other reggae artform.
ists such as Elephant Man,
We in no way conBounty Killer, Shaba Ranks,
Buju Banton all have antidone hateful lyrics that ·
speak out against any
gay lyrics in their songs and
people, but we have to
currently 30 Bcenie Man and
other reggae artists' shows
question the consisten..-L-'----..---~~---~~------~
cy of MTV. Musicians
in the U S and Europe have
often have "anti" lyrics in their he hates gays and lesbians in his been canceled because of the prosongs. whether it's anti-police. lyrics?
test of gay groups. But we don't
\Ve just don't think it's right feel like the soluuon is to disconanti-women, anti-religious, or antiBusb. Many mainstream lyrics can for MTV to selcc11vcly ban cer- tinue playing dancehall altogether.
be offensive to someone but you tain artists from performing when Instead, l\ifTV and the other concert
didn't see MTV pulling Marilyn many artists say things that are givers could'\'e found other song
Manson off of their award show socially unacceptable. Music bas that could appeal to everyone.

If MTV was going to ban

Beenie Manfro111 its show
then there are a lot of other
artists that the network should
ban as well.
.

Bush Exploiting 9/11 Again?
As the race for presidency

coverageinthemediabecause,as
they said, they wished to uspare
the feelings of military families," who could forget Bush's
own use of vivid 9/11 images
in his own campaign ads? With
iinages in Bush campaign ads
such as firefighters carrying an

Nonnally people hold their
conventions in their party's stronghold, in places where they are confident that they'll have a ma1ority
vote. But New York is very democratic and very liberal. II is known
for being accepting of the non-traditional. it's melting pot of r.1ces,

nears it's November climax, the
election frenzy will continue this
week as the Republican National
Convention will be held Aug.
29-Sept. 2. This year the Grand
Old Party has decided to hold
it's convention in New York.
We don't think
with immigrants flockthat it's by happen- - - - - - - - --. ing to live there from all
over the globe.
stance that Bush and
company have decid\\Te had to wonder
ed to hold their conIt's no coincidence that the why Bush chose to come
vention in Madison
to such unfamiliar terSquare Garden for Republicans are choosing to ritory for himself and
what will be the first
his party and choose
hold their national conven- to have the RNC there.
time in the party's
150-year history. Nor
The answer seemed just
do we lhink that it is tion in New York for the first a little too fitting. It
any coincidence that
seems as if, once again,
ti1ne
ever.
the RNC dates seep
Republicans are using
into September. We - - NC\\ York and 9/11 for
think that this is just another American flag draped stretcher the backdrop of an all-to-perimprudent attempt for Bush and the burning World Trade fect campaign picture.
to exploit the lives lost in the Center with an American flag
It "ill be interesting to see
attacks on September 11 at the flying in the debris, it's quite what the Republicans say at the
World Trade Center.
obvious that Bush uses the 9/11 convention, how they address
Bush has a long history of tragedy as his crutch. Without New Yorkers, and if they slip in
trying lo use the tragedy to his 9/11, it just doesn't seem like that ever-appearing mention to
"advantage." Despite the White Bush has much of a campaign the tragedy that happened three
House cracking down on war or platform at all.
years ago
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The Princeton Review has are not cool. Howard students posting quotes like those above,
a website that aims to be an aid prefer liquor and weed." Other the least they could've done was
for students trying to muddle quotes in the description sec also include positive quotes for
though the college process. It's tion follow similar suit.
balancl.
the perfect resource: there, proHoward alumnus have writWhile we are angered by
spective students can find out ten to the Princeton Review in the Princeton Review's actions,
complete information on there disgust,andwesharetheirsenti- we are disappointed by the
school of choice including dif- ment. The majority of the quotes actions of our own adminisferent school's rankings in a in this section are sensational- tration. According to Michael
variety of subjects and - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - Palumbo, a Student
a statistical profile of
Survey Manager at the
their school. There's
PrincetonReview"This
even a section titled
is actually the third
"What Students Say Our adniinistration should've year in a row that some
About Campus Life"
version of this te."t has
that is meant to give
taken a more active role in been approved by the
readers "inside" inforensuring that the image oif Howard adminislramation as to how the
tion." How could our
school actually is. You
OUr SChOQl is j air and
administrators approve
know, the information
our school being porthey don't tell you in
balanced.
trayed in such an ugly
the brochures.
_light? The administraGreat idea in theory, but not ized and highly negative. None tion claims that they never saw
necessarily in execution.
of them are attributed to the or approved these quotes. We're
Here's what students appar- people who actually said then1. not sure who's telling the truth,
ently had to say about Howard: We are disturbed that a suppos- but at this point we believe
"[Howard) is in the middle of edly distinguished website such that it is the ad1ninistration's
the ghetto. There are a bunch as that of The Princeton Review responsibility to rectify the situof crack fiends in the surround- would post such distasteful ation and ensure that potential
ing areas." And: "Unlike at quotes. And if they were going students have a fair and wellmost white schools, keg parties to use such poor judgn1ent by rounded view of HU.
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Sfie Said. ..
Up in the Club

BY NAKISHA WILLIAMS
l=rlitnri::.I s:.nrl Por¥.:f'\l lrli"t:a~ l=rlifnr

Monday, Aug. 23 12:30 p.n1.
It was hard not to get excited
as I heard the bass of the music
pumpingfromamileaway. Turned
the corner and was instantly hit by
the sight of an amazingly long line
of impeccably dressed beautiful
people bobbing to the sounds of
the DJ and just waiting for their
chance to get inside.
One boy exits out of the side
door. "You guys GOTTA see what
it's like in there!" he informs the
line. Everyone gets more excited.
I bite my lip, nervous that they
may be checking ID at the door.
I'm not exactly valid to get into
this spot. But, I guess it's too late
now, the line's already moving.
"Alright, alright next five," calls
the man at the door. Door opens.
A burst of white light appeared
and one lucky group of friends
squealed with delight. They've
been blessed \'lith entry and it was
finally time to see what the hype
was all about! After what seems
like an eternity it's lime for my
friends and I to get in. Finally!
We chill as we try to scream
over the boon1ing sound of the
music. This place is actually
alright!
No it wasn't Dream on a Friday
night, it was the first day of school,
and undoubtedly the Punch Out
was the place to be. Forget eating,
the Punch Out was the place to see
and be seen. Everyone rocked their
"first-day-of-school" best, as they
enjoyed the long overdo makeover
of our favorite eatery. Although
we were all slightly annoyed at
the10-minute plus long lines, who
didn't suck it up and just wait?
Class? What class? Nobody
seemed concerned with being lectured as we all mulled around for
a couple hours. Everyone knows
that Howard can turn anything to
a party!
Thursday Aug. 26, 12:30 p.m.
It was time for lunch and I
had about 10 minutes to grab
something to eat before my next
class. Best to utilize my parents'
money and use my dining dollars
at the Punch Out. Rushed down
the steps and was hit \'lith the
same thick crowd outside of the
door. Uugh. Ok maybe I can take
25 minutes, it is the first week.
~lusic blasts, it's not a DJ, it's just
over the speakers this time, but
still a few bounce their heads.
"It's about a 10-15 minute wait," the cook at the front
declares. OK, maybe I can take 35
minutes. It is the first week.
Finally time to get in and the
place is PACKED. I push my way
through the masses to attempt to
get my Chick-fil-A. t.lore lines.
Grab my n1eal to go.
Attempt to rush out the front
door. "Uh excuse me you can't
come out tllis way you have go out
the side door," says the man at the
front door.
I rush around to the side and
am stopped by a boy in blue. "Are
you leaving for good? Because
once you leave there is no reentry."
Let me find out! Bouncers?
Cops? DJ? Long lines? "Is this
Punch-Out or the Club?" I mumble to myself as I walk out definitely late for class.
The door burst open. "You all
GOTTA see what it's like in there,"
a freshman squeals to the line.

Nakisha has 10 minutes
to get to class. If you want to
chat, you'll have to e-mail her at
nakishajwilliams@hotmail.com.
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The Inadequacies of Howard's Health Services
This is the second time that the
Howard University l lcalth Services has
I have tuberculosis.
failed to deliver a timely diagnosis to
Not Doc Holiday, cough up a bloody me. The first lime I ended up in the
lung tuberculosis, but latent tuberculosis. hospital.
People with latent tuberculosis
When I returned to Health Services
don't feel sick, they don't have any after m} eight hour "ait 10 Howard's
sympton1s, and they can't spread it, emergency room, I was asked 1f I had
but there is a possibility that they received my previous Health Service
will develop the disease later on in test results, ne,·er mind the fact that the
life. At so1ne point I was exposed to self-addressed envelope that I had given
the disease, and my body fought off them for just that purpose was still sitthe infection and stopped the bac- ting in my chart, along with the undclivteria from growing. However, now ered test results.
the bacterium remains inactive in my
On my recent study abroad semcsbody, with the potential to· become tcr in Australia, I never spent more than
active in the future.
15 minutes at the Sydne) University
I was diagnosed with tuberculo- I lealth Services. A 9 a.m. appointment
sis in August of 2000, when I first meant bemg :;cen at 9:05 and out by
entered
9: I 5. The same 9 a.m. appointment
•
Howard, and I am just now findi1.g at Howard University Health Services
out. My medical chart clearly states that means being called for processing at
I tested positive for tuberculosis and 9:35, getting seen at 9:50 and discharged
that I needed a chest X-ray. Too bad no by I 0 a.m. I know it's delusional to ask
one told me that four yea1.) ago. Since that Howard's Health Services see and
then I have lived in the donns. attended discharge patients in 15 minutes, but a
classes and I have traveled around the better system needs to be found. One
world. The only reason I am finding where patients are told of their diagnosis
out about my diagno:..1s now is because on time, not weeks or years later. One
I am returning from a semester abroad where students don't ha»e to take half of
and all new and returning students get the day off in order to wait in line. And
flagged for immunizations. Had I not left a more student friendly service.
Howard, I would have continued to walk
After all: "under no circumstances
around with a dormant, but potentially will any excuses be given for missed
life threatening disease.
classes. exams, etc."
CARILLE GUTHRIE
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A Typical Day of My Freshman Year
CHARLENE DRAYTON

One morning I arose from
a rough sleep on a less than
comfortable mattress. I woke
up late so I missed breakfast.
My friends and I all agree
that at Howard, breakfast is
not the most important, but the
best meal of the day because
from lunch on, it seems to all
go downhill.
This particular morning,
I had to go to the notorious
Administration building for
scholarship applications.
I got up, dressed and
prepared myself for an argument. On the way to the
Administration building, I saw
a few friends and they asked
where was I going.
I said the Administration
building and they each took
three steps back, grimaced and
said "Ooohh'" and were out. I

expected that reaction.
When I got to the
Administration building there
were no scholarship applications or brochures, so I figured
that they didn't post them yet.
I politely asked the lady
at the desk if there were any
scholarship brochures . and
she gave me sideways look, as
though I disturbed her peace of
mind, cocked her head slightly
to the side, pointed her pen
at the empty scholarship case
and said, "Do you see any b10chures?"
I knew where this was
going. ~No," I said with an eyeroll. '"Well I guess that answers
your question, doesn't it?"'
She dropped her pen on
her desk, sucked her teeth and
continued reading her Honey
magazine.
I gave up and decided to go
to my room. On my way back to

On the front page of The Hilltop
(8/27 edition) there were stories about
how The Hilltop is the number one
collegiate newspaper, the ren1odeled
Punch Out, the nc" ID cards, the new
research center and an article about
Mase hitting on a freshman. While
I'm sure that all of the above articles
were and are newswo1thy, I think that
a newspaper of The Hilltop's prestige
(I mean, c'mon ya'll arc #1 now?)
could think of some other things to
write about.

the Tubman Court I saw Mike,
a friend of mine.
He was upset. I asked
what wa~ bothering him and
his one-word answer told the
whole story--housing.
I was shocked to hear that
Howard only had enough housing for 1500 students.
I wasn't surprised to find
most of my friends without
housing because they're lazy
and incompetent (not offense
intended).
Lunch on Georgia Avenue
often eases stress and the housing situation was definitely a
stressful one.
McDonald's is always a
good choice, but the constant
harassment from individuals
for money, food and whatever else we can spare, sent us
straight to Subway.
The Italian BMT is a personal favorite. After lunch, my

For example, how about the fact
that the elevator in the C.B. Powell
building has been broken since who
knows when? Every time I walk by
it, one guy is in there working on it- I
suppose- and another is sitting around
eating a Big ~tac or "two-wa)ing"
someone. Here's another good one:
How is it that Howard has a $300 million endowment from the government
and al least io,ooo students paying
tuition can't seem to get toner tor the
printers in the brand new iLab?
\Vhy is it that Howard has at least
10,000 students and maybe only 300
public con1puters for their use? And
what good is even having an iLab if
the printers are out of toner? Here's
another: The students pay tuition,
which in turn helps to pay for costs

friend volunteered to walk me
to my room.
Washington, D.C. has the
absolute worse drivers, and we
were almost hit, but luckily we
made it across Georgia Avenue
safely.
When we arrived at the
Tubman Court, we sat on the
"booty wall" and conversed,
mainly about a car incident
on Georgia Avenue, and then
parted ways.
On they way to my roo1n I
had to pass two obstacles; the
ID swipe on the outside of the
door and the RA behind the
front desk who always seems to
have an attitude.
After struggling with my ID
on the outside of the building,
the resident assistant behind
the desk snatched my card,
swiped it again and threw it
back. Shameful.
I knew before going to

at the iLab, correct? Yet, if I want or
need to have a phone conversation,
that is nol allowed? Let me think,
my tuition pays for the pretty-much
useless-\'lithout-toner printers in the
iLab, yet I can't use my phone whenever I get good and ready to? What an1
I, in high school?
Here's another: what will Howard
do with that federal endowment?
Where \\ill it go? \Vho decides where
it goes?
Here's another idea: Apparently
Howard has bought up the houses
behind the hospital as an investment,
which is great, but now can we possibly get Howard to invest some of
this new found loot into ...oh, I don't
know...houses for students, perhaps?
Or better yet, how about a shipn1ent of

/

.

my room I needed to make a
detour and drop off a friend's
book.I decided to take '"Otis,"'
the elevator in the Tubman
Court.
I successfully made it to
the fourth floor, dropped off
the book and proceeded to my
room.
I decided to take the stairs
because I knew I might not be
so lucky to have a safe trip back
down to the lobby using the
elevator.
I walked through the courtyard and ran past a swarm of
mosquitoes that gathered in
gangs. I ran into Crandall 1lall
and hopped in my bed, nearly
severing my spine.
Thedaywasfinallyover,and
I survived the Administration
building, the RAs, Georgia
Avenne and ''Otis."
I hugged my pillow tight
and drifted off to sleep, preparing to do it all over again the
very next day.

TONER for the iLab? That's basically
genius right there!
Anyway, the list goes on and on.
Feel free to contact me if you or an)
member of your esteemed staff needs
any further ideas. Because I mean.
come on, Lhe ~lase stor) would ha,·e
been good if he had not hit on the
freshman. That would ha,·e been a
surprise. What do you expect? He's
Masc. On lop of that, he's a preacher
and a rapper; he's supposed to hit on
jailbait girls when he's married. It's in
the Rapper Handbook.
Keep up the modestly good work.
Yours,
Jon Fiah Ali
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The Hl:lltop wants to read what
you have to say. Submit a
5 word perspective
www.tlieh illto po nl:i;ne.c.om.
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All l-IILLTOPICS
Are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations for
n1eetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 \Vords and
$1 for every additional
five words.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies \vith a rate
of $10 for first 20 \Vords
and $2 for every 5 \VOrds
thereafter.
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Noon ay rayer
Christian
Fell0wship
Wed & Fri
12noon-lp,
Wed,
September 1,

2004
Speaker
Rev. Tony Lee
Opportunities

THE HILLTOP

· or.ds from the EICel-Roe:
have extra long spaGe this week so I hope you are prepared
ooking
1G>li a :very long Flilltopic. Only 51 more issues to go ..
Staff;
sexy at the uesday
@@d jo'b, for your first time out. Except for a couple of you
r \Viho shall remain nameless) y'all 1nade ll1e very happy.
BQon
0n't get i~ twisted, you have a long way to go, but you came
aturday
•ut of the blocks very well.
Ol!lts ...
iWith your ~lb.@t
West Towers Maintenance Cre\v~n@w that I have been promising y'all a Shot Out for the
ed hair.
longest for the w0nder-ful job that yot1 did on the office. Thank
J
~Ohl so much for all of yot1t hardwork during the sun11ner.

Spring Break
2005

" it h STS,
America's #1
Student Tour
O perator.
iring campus
reps. Call for
group discounts.
Info/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
\V\Vw.ststravel.
com

Blue and
White
Week...

•

Howard University
School of Business
Presents:
Back to School
MIX&MINGLE
Wed11esday,
Scptcn1bcr 1, 2004
fron1 l 2-2pm in
front of The School
of Business
Refreshn1cnts \Vill
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, It's aln1ost that ti1ne ... ·
HU's BEST state club is
it again! .

' at

The Ho,vard University
Georgia Club \viii hold
its first meeting.
When: ·Wed., Sc.pt. 8
Ti1ne: 8 p.n1.
Where: Blackburn Cen-

. .· ter'. Room 148
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.Con1e sec..' \Vhy~ \Ve
·.\Vere ·
.
nomin.ated foi; Student .
Orgitnization of the Year,
· ._ Sha\vty!!!
\V\V\\;.hugeorgiaclub.org
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.. ."U11iti11g
l!o11•ard'.'i
Geo1·. .
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gians since 1964"
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· hasheema-I kno\V that you are tired, but you did a good job.
r.i@n-Yolil Gonsistently do a good job so I have to consistently
say thank yot1.
Shaua-Happy Birthday. Don't hurt ·ei11 on 21.
enus-Y0t1 make me laugh everyday. I'm glad you're here
e¥in-I'm sorr.Yi about the wip. Don't \yorry though. I am
working 0n something that is ten ti111es better.
eith-You are the bomb! You bug n1e to death, but as you say,
am al\v,ays please(! on Tt1esday.
nfuew-Welcome to the Family. Kristin \Vas right. You are
00d.

Coming
Soon.
Stay Tuned

~
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ristin-I am looking for\vard to Outback on Friday. Don't foret.
.
StaGe;y.-Sorry again for the other day. Did I ever tell you tl1at
~Ol!l are the best copy editor in the world?
0nal1e-I kno\V it's only t\VO syllables. Keep up the go0d
w.0r:k. ¥our work at the Hilltop has not gone unnoticed.
· 0bin&Joi-I really enjoyed Metro. Yt1t1 t\VO are a good pair.
· r~isha-I oan't tell you 11ow much I appreciate it. You ,u·e n1y
i11l f.r0111 the ol' days.
, ·a¥a-1i1he;y can't touch the three-year Hilltoppers. Keep up
he g0od \v0rk on the ph()tos. Can I get a autograph?
11-1-8-It's hard\vork being the EIC, but you help to make it
· ettef. Even though you jump ship. I sa\v you getting those
nlllmli>eFs. The love never goes away.
· e'ldon-I know I have been MIA, but this \Veeke11d it' · just
us. Did I tell you how mt1ch I Jove you? Infinity plt1s infinity...
he }()Vel;y and beautiful,
t1th I!... Tisdale

